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Countries in South East  
and Eastern Europe, South 
Caucasus and Central Asia 
have enormous potential for 
renewable energy and energy 
saving. This potential remains 
largely untapped due to mul
tiple political, financial, tech
nical and social barriers. 

Energy transition could help 
solve pressing energy security
and health issues, boost eco
nomic growth and contribute 
to democratization and peace 
building in the region.

Some latest developments  
and best practices in the re
gion are promising. Targeted 
support of German, EU and 
international stakeholders 
could help the countries in the 
region foster their transition 
process to green economies.
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FRIEDRICH-EBERT-STIFTUNG – FOSTERING THE ENERGY TRANSITION

Over the past ten years, renewable energy has been devel
oping rapidly. Favourable policies and support mechanisms 
have driven investment and technological advances, lead
ing to sharp cost reductions and the exponential growth of 
renewable energy installations worldwide. 

Since 2010, the costs of solar photovoltaics (PV) have fall
en by 82 per cent, those of onshore wind by 39 per cent 
and those of offshore wind by 29 per cent. In many parts 
of the world renewable power generation, even without fi
nancial support, is now costcompetitive and cheaper than 
fossil fuel and nuclear power. New solar and wind projects 
are increasingly undercutting the cheapest existing coal
fired power plants (IRENA 2020).

In 2019, renewable energy sources accounted for almost 
80 per cent of new power generation capacity added 
globally. The greater part of these investments were driv
en by emerging and developing economies, especially Chi
na, India, Brazil and Chile, which committed 152 billion US 
dollars to renewable energy, compared with the 130 bil
lion US dollars committed by developed countries (FS/UN
EP 2020). 

Growing energy demand and economies of scale, as well 
as growing air pollution and health concerns provide in
creasing stimulus for shifting the energy sector to renew
able energy. In addition, growing awareness and action 
on climate crisis and the environment, among other 
things because of countries’ commitments under the Par
is Agreement, and the growing global trend of divesting 
fossil fuel assets have already accelerated the transition 
to renewables and efficiency across many parts of the 
world. 

The COVID19 pandemic has once again unveiled inade
quacies of the current global energy system in terms of its 
reliance on fossil fuels and massive gaps in energy access, 
affecting health care, water supply, information and other 
vital services. While fossil fuels have been hit hard by the 
crisis, the renewable energy sector has proven to be more 
resilient. In this light, numerous international organiza
tions, including the International Renewable Energy Agen
cy (IRENA), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD), the International Energy Agen
cy (IEA), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), rec

ommend that policy and business decisionmakers put de
carbonisation and green energy transformation at the 
heart of economic recovery and the financial stimulus 
agenda by phasing out support for fossil fuels and invest
ing in renewable energy (IRENA 2020a; OECD/IEA 2020; 
IMF 2020).
 
Energy transition investments would boost economies over 
the recovery phase, create a wide range of jobs, strength
en the health sector and help to prevent climate crisis. Gov
ernment funds and support are key in leveraging private in
vestments and should be used strategically to ›build back 
better‹ by guiding investment decisions and financing in 
the right direction (IRENA 2020a). Currently, some major 
economies are already discussing and reaching agreement 
on ›green‹ plans as part of their recovery agenda (Carbon 
Brief 2020).

Meanwhile, in South East and Eastern Europe, South Cau
casus and Central Asia, the deployment of renewable en
ergy technology and energy efficiency measures have been 
rather slow, despite the very high technical potential of re
newables and energy saving. At the same time, a number 
of recent studies indicate that decarbonisation of energy 
systems in the countries of the region is technically feasible 
and would be beneficial from the social, economic and the 
environmental points of view.

The COVID19 crisis has revealed the region’s unprepared
ness and vulnerability to global problems, including the cli
mate crisis. Countries of the region are already suffering 
from its negative consequences: from heat waves, droughts 
and forest fires to catastrophic precipitation, floods and 
melting permafrost. Future projections are even more wor
rying, with dramatic social consequences and threats to 
human health and wellbeing, water, food and energy se
curity, increased migration, gender inequality and environ
mental problems (Safonov 2019). Yet, a recent review re
veals that not a single postSoviet country has adopted the 
principles of sustainable development and green economy 
as a basis for recovery from the coronavirus pandemic 
(Boyko 2020). 

The FriedrichEbertStiftung’s Central and Eastern Europe
an department commissioned this research on challenges, 
opportunities and best practices on energy transition in the 
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region1 in 2018. This publication was updated with new 
data in summer 2020. 

The study provides an overview of the latest developments 
and policies on renewable energy2 and energy efficiency; it 
also examines the major barriers and driving forces for their 
deployment in the region. The report also presents three 
best practices on renewable energy and energy efficiency, 
which have high scaleup potential in other countries of 
the region. Finally, the report elaborates on the role that 
external actors, including Germany, the European Union 
and international organizations, could play in fostering the 
energy transition in the region and concludes with policy 
recommendations.

The research for this publication was based on interviews3 
with energy experts from the region and international ex
perts working in the countries, as well as on the existing lit
erature and studies.

The countries of the region that are EU members were left 
outside the scope of this report for several reasons: (i) EU 
members have different requirements as regards their legal 
and regulatory framework on energy, as well as different 
opportunities and financial support within EU regulations; 
and (ii) there are numerous studies and projects that cover 
or analyse EU members’ progress on climate and energy 
targets and monitor the various drivers and barriers, fram
ing the diffusion of renewable energy technologies.4

As for the target countries for this report, there are still on
ly a limited number of recent studies and analyses on re
newable energy and energy saving potential and develop
ments. Meanwhile, the countries in the early phase of con
sidering an energy transition have a chance to learn from 
the experiences of others and to leapfrog their mistakes.
 
The Special Report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli
mate Change (IPCC) on Global Warming of 1.5 °C, released 
in October 2018, has confirmed that, although currently 
offtrack, the global community can still achieve the target 
of limiting global warming to 1.5 °C, but to do so »rapid, 
farreaching and unprecedented transitions« across sectors 
and countries will be needed (IPCC 2018). 

This publication aims to provide knowledge and to contrib
ute to dialogue and discussions on ways to overcome chal
lenges and use opportunities to accelerate energy transi

1 The following regions and countries were covered by the research for 
this publication: South East Europe (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia), Eastern Europe 
(Belarus, Moldova, Russia and Ukraine), South Caucasus  (Armenia, 
Azerbaijan and Georgia) and Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan).

2 Unless otherwise specified, the term »renewable energy« refers in 
this paper to solar, wind, small and medium hydropower (less than 
10MW), geothermal and biomass energy.

3 The full list of interviewees can be found at the end of the report.

4 For reference see, for instance, the databases of RESlegal http://
www.reslegal.eu/ and REframe https://www.reframe.eu/

tion and the decarbonisation process in the countries of 
South East and Eastern Europe, South Caucasus and Cen
tral Asia, contributing to global efforts to tackle climate 
change. 

http://www.res-legal.eu/
http://www.res-legal.eu/
https://www.re-frame.eu/
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STATUS QUO OF THE ENERGY SECTOR  
IN THE REGION 

The countries of South East and Eastern Europe, South 
Caucasus and Central Asia differ considerably in terms of 
their geography, territory and population size, as well as 
their political and socioeconomic development. However, 
many similarities can be found in the ways their energy sys
tems are structured and have developed. The countries of 
the region therefore often face similar challenges in the de
ployment of renewable energy technologies and improv
ing energy efficiency.

Over the past two decades, these countries have faced a 
number of challenges, affecting their economic growth. 
They include the economic crisis of the 1990s, which result
ed in the restructuring and downsizing of energyintensive 

industries; the 2008–2009 economic downturn; and a range 
of external shocks, including low oil prices (UNECE/REN21 
2017). The level of economic development across countries 
still shows major gaps. In 2019, gross domestic product 
(GDP) per capita (at purchasing power parity) ranged from 
29,181 US dollars in the Russian Federation to 3,520 US dol
lars in Tajikistan (World Bank 2020), a more than eightfold 
difference.

Most of the countries in the region depend heavily on im
ports of fossil fuel energy (oil and/or gas), making it a secu
rity issue. The majority of the countries are net energy im
porters with imports exceeding 30 per cent. In Armenia, 
Belarus and Georgia net energy imports account for more 
than 60 per cent of energy use. The extreme case is Mol
dova, whose energy imports are as high as 90 per cent 
(UNECE/REN21 2017). 

2
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Figure 1
Total primary energy supply by source in South East and Eastern Europe, South Caucasus and Central Asia in 2017

Source: Author’s compilation, based on IEA World Energy Balances, 2019
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Overall, in their total primary energy supply, the countries 
of the region remain extremely dependent on the use of 
fossil fuel and nuclear energy resources (see Figure 1). In 
2014, conventional sources accounted for almost 90 per 
cent of the total primary energy supply in the region. 

Five countries – Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkmeni
stan and Uzbekistan – are net energy exporters, due to 
their large oil and gas reserves. Apart from that, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Kazakhstan, Montenegro, Russia, Serbia 
and Ukraine have significant coal reserves, while Belarus 
and Russia have peat deposits (ibid).

Fossil fuel and nuclear energy subsidies are present through
out the region in both net energy exporting and importing 
countries. The percentage of fossil fuel energy subsidies in 
the region’s GDP is one of the highest in the world. In 2017, 
total posttax subsidies to petroleum, coal, natural gas and 
electricity as a percentage of GDP in the region amounted 
to 21 per cent on average, compared with 3 per cent on av
erage in the 27 EU countries (see Figure 2). The value ranged 
from 59 per cent in Ukraine and 36 per cent in Russia to 7 
per cent in Armenia and Moldova, and 2 per cent in Albania 
(IMF 2018). Through subsidies to the stateowned utilities, 
retail electricity prices and tariffs for households and indus
tries are kept artificially low and well below their costrecov
ery levels. 

Most countries of the region have inherited energy supply 
infrastructure from the Soviet era, characterized by strong 
centralization, monopolies and largescale and inefficient 
energy generation facilities. In many cases, government 

officials at the local and national level have vested inter
ests or close ties with energy business structures, with lit
tle or no interest in changing the status quo. The number 
of energy providers and utilities is limited, leading to ex
tremely difficult market entry for new players, as well as 
little or no competition on the energy market.5

 
Power generation, transmission and distribution infra
structure is aging, poorly maintained and often operating 
beyond its design life in several countries of the region. 
This leads to high losses in the networks and significant in
efficiencies in heating systems. As a result, power outages 
still occur in several countries, especially in the South Cau
casus and Central Asia. In Central Asia, improvements 
have been made, but transmission and distribution losses 
remain high, at 24 per cent in Kyrgyzstan and 17 per cent 
in Tajikistan in 2014. In South East Europe, the highest 
losses were reported in Albania (24 per cent), North Mac
edonia (20 per cent) and Montenegro (18 per cent) (World 
Bank 2020a). 

As for total final consumption (TFC), the major energy con
sumers are the residential sector (more than 30 per cent in 
ten countries of the region) and the transport sector (more 
than 25 per cent of TFC in ten countries). Surprisingly, the 
industry sector accounts for 15 per cent of TFC on average 
in all covered countries, but with significant disparities 
among countries (UNECE/REN21 2017). 

5 These characteristics are elaborated in more detail in Section 4 on 
challenges and barriers to the deployment of renewable energy and 
energy efficiency.

Figure 2
Post-tax fossil fuel subsidies as a percentage of GDP in 2017
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REGIONAL ENERGY COOPERATION 

The most frequent argument of detractors and sceptics 
concerning renewable energy sources is that their variabili
ty6 at high levels of deployment may endanger security and 
the balance between energy supply and demand across a 
power system. But variability and fluctuating demand and 
supply are not new challenges for energy systems, and the 
need for better forecasting, flexibility of resources and grid 
stability has long been understood. A key factor that signif
icantly facilitates the integration and balancing of renewa
bles in energy systems is regional energy cooperation and 
interconnectivity. 

In the countries of the Western Balkans and Eastern Eu
rope, Central Asia and South Caucasus, numerous inter
connections between power grids were established across 
national borders during the Soviet era, but in many cases 
were either abandoned or have deteriorated over recent 
decades. The existing infrastructure and interconnections 
could be reestablished and improved, however, which 
would help to overcome many of the technical challenges 
of renewable energy deployment.
 
Several initiatives and organizations are already working on 
regional energy cooperation and could potentially foster 
developments on renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
Although none of the countries covered by this report are 
EU members, the European Union is currently the most im
portant driver and financial supporter of energy and espe
cially sustainable energy cooperation across the region. 

An important institutional advocate and watchdog on 
transition to renewable energy is the Energy Community, 
an international organization established by the European 
Union and nine contracting parties: Albania, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro and 
Serbia, as well as Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia. The aim 
of the organization is to »create an integrated and sustain
able panEuropean energy market«. 

The role of the Energy Community is especially important 
at the regulatory level, as its members pledged to trans
pose EU energy legislation, including implementation of 
the EU Renewable Energy Directive, the introduction of 
binding renewable energy and energy efficiency targets 
and liberalization of the energy markets. By the end of 
2020, Energy Community members are supposed to devel
op and submit their National Energy and Climate Plans 
(NECP), covering the period from 2021 to 2030. 

The current progress of the member countries remains 
much slower than needed: the clean energy transition has 
not been initiated by and for the Energy Community. The 
planned adoption of 2030 targets on energy efficiency, re
newable energy and greenhouse gas emission reductions, 

6 Solar, wind, wave and tidal energy are often referred to as vari able 
renewable energy sources because of their fluctuations over the 
course of the day and from season to season.

as well as the incorporation of the Clean Energy Package 
have not yet materialized (Energy Community 2019). Weak 
implementation has partly to do with the fact that the En
ergy Community lacks enforcement mechanisms, which 
would include sanctions in case of noncompliance (Mile
usnic 2015). The countries that have performed better than 
others – Montenegro, North Macedonia and Serbia – have 
EU candidate status,7 which represents stronger leverage in 
advancing the pace of renewable energy policies and ener
gy market reforms.

Efforts on strengthening regional energy cooperation are 
being currently made in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia under 
the auspices of the Western Balkans 6 Initiative, launched 
in 2014 with the support of the Energy Community. The in
itiative provides technical capacity and investment grants 
to enable the establishment of a regional electricity mar
ket, crossborder balancing and trading. Here, too, pro
gress is slower than needed, and more efforts are needed 
to make sure that the countries implement their commit
ments under the initiative.

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and 
Ukraine are covered by the Eastern Partnership within the 
framework of the European Neighbourhood Policy. Since 
2009, the Eastern Partnership8 (EaP) has provided signifi
cant technical and financial cooperation across several sec
tors, including strengthening economic development and 
investment climate, the rule of law and governance, as well 
as the energy sector’s connectivity and efficiency. Cooper
ation is being implemented via either bilateral association 
agreements or regional cooperation instruments, such as 
the Eastern Europe Energy Efficiency and Environment 
Partnership9 (EU Neighbours 2020). 

In 2016, the EU set up a fouryear new regional collabora
tion framework programme EU4Energy focused on the 
EaP countries and Central Asia,10 together with the Energy 
Community, the International Energy Agency (IEA) and the 
Energy Charter. The programme aims to improve countries’ 
capacities as regards energy data collection and monitor
ing, as well as their legislative and regulatory frameworks 
related to energy (EU4Energy 2020). 

7 The following countries in the region have EU candidate status: Al
bania, North Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia. Bosnia and Herze
govina and Kosovo have applied, but have not yet been granted EU 
candidate country status.

8 A full list of projects, implemented by the Eastern Partnership can  
be found here: https://www.euneighbours.eu/en/region/25/euin
action/projects/Ongoing

9 The Eastern Europe Energy Efficiency and Environment Partnership 
(E5P) is a multidonor fund established for 2011–2019 by the EU and 
international financing institutions, which provides grants and loans 
for energy efficiency projects in municipalities. For more information 
see: https://www.euneighbours.eu/en/east/stayinformed/projects/
eu4energyeasterneuropeenergyefficiencyandenvironment 
partnership

10 The EU4Energy Programme includes Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, 
Ukraine and Uzbekistan.

https://www.euneighbours.eu/en/region/25/eu-in-action/projects/Ongoing
https://www.euneighbours.eu/en/region/25/eu-in-action/projects/Ongoing
https://www.euneighbours.eu/en/east/stay-informed/projects/eu4energy-eastern-europe-energy-efficiency-and-environment-partnership
https://www.euneighbours.eu/en/east/stay-informed/projects/eu4energy-eastern-europe-energy-efficiency-and-environment-partnership
https://www.euneighbours.eu/en/east/stay-informed/projects/eu4energy-eastern-europe-energy-efficiency-and-environment-partnership
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In March 2020, the European Commission published new 
longterm policy objectives for the EaP, which include co
operation plans on environmental and climate action, 
green transition and jobs, development of renewable ener
gy sources and sustainable mobility (European Council 
2020). The objectives are in line with the European Green 
Deal,11 the new policy roadmap set out by the European 
Commission in 2019 to achieve netzero greenhouse gas 
emissions in the EU by 2050.

Previously, the EU’s energy diplomacy with its neighbours 
focused on securing access to the supply of fossil fuels and 
strengthening multilateral energy governance. But it will 
have to be reviewed, given the new policy directions of the 
Green Deal. Decarbonisation of the economy and carbon 
neutrality will have massive effects on the EU’s major ener
gy suppliers and transit countries, including Russia, Azer
baijan, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Georgia, Belarus and Moldo
va. Adoption of the carbon border adjustment mechanism, 
proposed by the European Commission, would make many 
imported goods from South East Europe, Eastern Europe, 
South Caucasus and Central Asia uncompetitive, unless 
they start to revise their own climate and energy strategies. 
Therefore, to ensure the success of the Green Deal, in the 
coming years the EU will need to engage more intensively 
with its neighbours to foster their energy transition, re
gional interconnectivity and climate action (cf. EylMazze
ga 2020; Pastukhova et al. 2020). 

Except for Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, all countries have 
at least one city participating as a signatory in the EU Cov
enant of Mayors for Climate and Energy Initiative. Signato
ries, ranging from small villages to large cities, commit 
themselves to a voluntary reduction of 40 per cent green
house gas emissions by 2030 and submit Sustainable Ener
gy Action and Climate Action Plans, outlining the key ac
tions they plan to take. The implementation progress of 
these plans depends largely on the personal engagement 
of mayors’ offices, as well as civil society, and varies exten
sively across the region.

All the countries in the region are members of the Interna
tional Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). In 2016–2017, 
IRENA launched two very promising regional initiatives on 
South East Europe and Central Asia, which should help to 
accelerate the uptake of renewable energy in the regions 
by providing support to policymakers and investors.

The South East Europe Regional Initiative12 includes techni
cal cooperation in assessing potential and socioeconomic 
benefits of renewable energy, training on energy policy 
and regulatory frameworks, energy statistics as well as the 
integration of renewable energy sources in power grids. 
The initiative cooperates on many occasions with the Ener

11 For more information about the European Green Deal, see: https://
ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/europeangreendealcommunica
tion_en.pdf

12 For more information see: https://www.irena.org/europe/
SouthEastEuropeRegionalInitiative

gy Community Secretariat and both programmes seem to 
complement each other in technical cooperation on re
newables with the region. 

The Central Asia Regional Initiative13 has so far been less 
extensive in its scope and has included several consultative 
meetings and workshops with the governments and other 
stakeholders of the region. There is strong potential to in
crease this cooperation, however, given the latest positive 
developments in the region. In April 2018, the media re
ported a restart of electricity trading between Tajikistan 
and Uzbekistan, following the diplomatic meltdown be
tween the two countries (Putz 2018). Back in 2009, Uzbek
istan withdrew from the regional grid, putting an end to 
crosscountry electricity trading in Central Asia. 

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) supports the Central 
Asia Regional Economic Cooperation Programme (CAREC)14, 
which covers energy among other topics and includes Azer
baijan, Georgia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan as 
cooperation partners. In November 2019, ADB released its 
new CAREC Energy Strategy 2030, which envisages initiat
ing a new regional platform of transmission system opera
tors to strengthen crossborder energy links and planning. 
Over the coming ten years, the CAREC Programme plans to 
provide technical support to the member countries in de
ploying renewable energy by establishing a new regional fi
nancing vehicle. The latter should allow the CAREC coun
tries to mobilize finance for clean energy projects from inter
national, domestic, public and private sources (ADB 2019). 

Several other regional initiatives have less or no focus on 
renewables. But their work on crossregional electricity 
trading could either be potentially expanded to coopera
tion on renewable energy or is important to consider for 
other regional programmes. The World Bank and the EBRD 
cofinance the Central Asia South Asia Electricity Transmis
sion and Trade Project (CASA100015), which should make 
it possible to transfer surplus summer electricity from hy
dropower in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan to meet growing 
demand in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The project plans in
clude the construction of high voltage transmission infra
structure and technical assistance.

In late 2018, the US Agency for International Development 
(USAID) launched a technical assistance project, aiming to 
establish a Central Asia regional electricity market, which 
included several meetings and workshops with Central 
Asian ministries of energy, utilities and power system oper
ators. USAID reports that in 2019 Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan signed memoranda of under
standing and/or action plans in support of the regional 
electricity market, committing to the development of an 

13 For more information see: https://www.irena.org/asiapacific/ Central
Asiaregionalinitiative

14 For more information about the CAREC Programme, see: https://
www.carecprogram.org/

15 For more information see http://projects.worldbank.org/
P145054?lang=en

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-green-deal-communication_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-green-deal-communication_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-green-deal-communication_en.pdf
https://www.irena.org/europe/South-East-Europe-Regional-Initiative
https://www.irena.org/europe/South-East-Europe-Regional-Initiative
https://www.irena.org/asiapacific/Central-Asia-regional-initiative
https://www.irena.org/asiapacific/Central-Asia-regional-initiative
https://www.carecprogram.org/
https://www.carecprogram.org/
http://projects.worldbank.org/P145054?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P145054?lang=en
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enhanced energy trading market. Additionally, with USAID 
support, countries created regional working groups on 
technical, legal and market issues (USAID 2020).

Countries of Eastern Europe, South Caucasus and Central 
Asia are represented in China’s controversial »Belt and 
Road Initiative«, in which renewable energy is only a small 
pillar among myriad largescale infrastructure and fossil fu
el projects. For instance, half of China’s current investment 
projects in the Western Balkans are in the energy and 
transport sectors, with investment generally in traditional 
fossil fuel projects (Center for Strategic and International 
Studies 2020). 

The Belt and Road Initiative includes plans on construction 
of new coal power plants in the region, which would lock 
the countries into coal assets for decades, further damag
ing people’s health and the environment, and aggravating 
climate change. The conditions of these contracts are often 
questionable and could result in involuntary handover of 
critical infrastructure to China (Cameron 2018). In this light, 
the EU engagement with the region on renewable energy 
and energy efficiency becomes even more critical. As the 
world’s leading renewable energy producer, China has re
peatedly committed to ›greening‹ the Belt and Road Initia
tive. The EU could, on one hand, engage with China on 
possible joint sustainability principles for infrastructure in
vestments in the region, and on the other hand, engage 
with the countries of the region to foster their demand for 
and commitment to transition to renewable energy. 

Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan are 
members of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), which 
intended to create a common electricity market by 2019, 
and common oil and gas markets by 2025. As of April 
2020, the Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC) reported 
an internal review of draft rules for the common electricity 
market operation and a delay in its launch by 2025 (EEC 
2020). The bloc’s present record shows that Russia’s geo
political interests have so far overpowered economic or 
trade considerations (Dragneva 2018) and the creation of 
these markets remains questionable. 

Nevertheless, it is important that the EU seeks strategic di
alogue with the EAEU at the technical and regulatory level 
– which has been missing so far – in light of some of the 
latest developments16 in the union and growing potential 
for conflicts of interest with the EU over the integration of 
energy markets in Eastern Partnership countries (Pastukho
va and Westphal 2018). 

16 For an analysis of the latest developments in the creation of energy 
markets in the EAEU see Pastukhova and Westphal, 2018.
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TECHNICAL AND COST-COMPETITIVE  
POTENTIAL AND FEASIBILITY 

The good news is that the region has a vast potential for 
the deployment of renewable energy technologies and en
ergy efficiency measures and energy transition is already 
technically feasible. Robust assessments of technical po
tential and feasibility in the region, however, as well as 
analyses of the socioeconomic benefits of energy transi
tion in the countries remain limited and definitely need to 
be increased. In this section a few recent studies and their 
findings are summarized. 

The only recent comprehensive report on all the countries 
of South East and Eastern Europe, South Caucasus and 
Central Asia covered by this research, with the exception of 
Kosovo, was prepared by the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe (UNECE) and the Renewable Ener
gy Policy Network for the 21st Century (REN21) in 2017 
(UNECE / REN21 2017). It gives an overview of renewable 
energy and energy efficiency trends, policies and invest
ment flows across the power, heating and transport sec
tors and looks into opportunities and barriers for energy 
transition in the region. 

In September 2019, UNECE published a progress report in 
the areas of energy efficiency and renewable energy in se
lected countries of the region, including Albania, Belarus, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kazakhstan, North Macedonia, 
Moldova, Russia, Serbia and Ukraine. The report makes 
recommendations on policy, legislative and regulatory 
frameworks and financing to accelerate energy transition 
(UNECE 2019).

The latest analysis of the potential for costcompetitive re
newable power generation in South East Europe17 was car
ried out by IRENA in 2017 (IRENA 2017). The report shows 
that renewable energy sources are already a viable energy 
generation option. Although only 17 per cent of the iden
tified overall technical potential of the vast renewable en
ergy potential in the region could be implemented in a 

17 The IRENA report covered Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Moldova, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, 
North Macedonia and Ukraine.

costcompetitive way18 today, this potential could be signif
icantly higher if the investment climate and security in the 
region is improved.19

Apart from that, the rigorous analysis by the SouthEast 
Europe Electricity Roadmap20 (SEERMAP) project consorti
um in 2017 examines three scenarios for decarbonizing the 
electricity market in South East Europe21 and its impact on 
energy security, electricity prices, CO2 emissions and the 
economic situation in the relevant countries. The main con
clusion of the study is that focusing on the deployment of 
renewable energy sources would be a noregret action in 
all scenarios and would have a positive impact on GDP and 
employment. It also shows that the stable policy frame
work, investment security and regional cooperation would 
be key factors, defining the pace and success of energy 
transition (SEERMAP 2017). 

The latest regional studies on South Caucasus and Central 
Asia date back to 201522 and provide an overview of the 
latest renewable energy and energy efficiency develop
ments and policies, as well as barriers and opportunities 
for energy transitions in these regions. 

As for transition progress in individual countries, the Energy 
Community annual implementation reports take regular 
stock of the latest developments in the renewable energy 
sector and energy efficiency in the member countries and 
their compliance with EU energy legislation. Ukraine and 
Russia were covered by IRENA’s Remap, which reviewed re
newable energy prospects in both countries up to 2030. In 
2019, IRENA published Renewables Readiness Assessments 

18 The report considered renewable energy potential costcompeti
tive only if the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of its generation is 
within the ranges of electricity cost, produced by fossil fuel options 
(IRENA 2017).

19 The interdependence of investment security and climate with cost 
of capital, a crucial factor for the costcompetitiveness of renewable 
energy technologies, is elaborated in Section 4 on challenges and 
barriers.

20 The study covered nine countries in South East Europe: Albania, Bos
nia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro and 
Serbia, covered by this research, and Bulgaria, Greece and Romania.

21 The 2017 SEERMAP Roadmap covered Albania, Bosnia and Herzego
vina, Bulgaria, Greece, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro, Ro
mania and Serbia.

22 For reference see Opitz 2015 and Nabiyeva 2015.
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of Moldova and Azerbaijan, which give snapshots of the re
newable energy sector in these countries and recommen
dations on the respective legal and regulatory frameworks, 
as well as financing options for renewables.

In 2014, the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) released renewable energy snapshots of the coun
tries and territories in the Europe and CIS region, with 
short summaries of the investment climate, policies and 
projects on renewable energy (UNDP 2014). 

Several recent country studies – including the 2017 studies 
on Kazakhstan and Ukraine by the Lappeenranta Universi
ty of Technology and the Energy Watch Group (Child et al. 
2017 and Bogdanov 2017), as well as the HeinrichBöll
Stiftung study on Ukraine, released in 2017 (HeinrichBöll
Stiftung 2017) – show that a transition of electricity sector 
to 100 per cent renewable energy by 2050 would be tech
nically feasible and costefficient. The 2018 Energy (R)evo
lution report by the HeinrichBöllStiftung outlines the 
benefits of transition to renewable energy in Belarus (Hein
richBöllStiftung 2018). The 2018 report by Germanwatch 
shows that phasing in renewables and phasing out coal in 
Kosovo would be beneficial for the country and offers 
solutions for overcoming barriers to energy transition (Ger
manwatch 2018). 

REGULATORY LANDSCAPE 

The second good news is that all countries of the region, 
with the exception of Turkmenistan, have strategic docu
ments outlining their priorities for at least one renewable 
energy technology. Not surprisingly, there is significantly 
more progress on the adoption of secondary legislation on 
regulatory and financial mechanisms for renewable energy 
support in the countries that are members of the Energy 
Community23 than in other countries of the region, due to 
their obligations on transposing EU energy legislation. 

The regulatory landscape looks as follows: Albania, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Kazakhstan, North Macedonia, Monte
negro, Moldova, Serbia and Ukraine have renewable ener
gy action plans at the national level. 

Armenia and Uzbekistan have developed roadmaps for the 
development of some renewable energy sources, and 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia and Kyrgyzstan have state 
programmes on the development of renewable energy 
(UNECE / REN21 2017).

In late 2019, Georgia adopted its new Energy Strategy and 
a law on renewable energy sources, but the relevant sec
ondary legislation, detailing legal procedures and incentive 
schemes, is still pending (IEA 2020). Uzbekistan also adopt
ed a law on renewable energy in May 2019 (lex.uz 2019). 

23 This refers to a lesser extent to Georgia, which became a member of 
the Energy Community in 2017 and is still picking up the pace on im
plementing its obligations. 

In spring 2019, Russia released a longawaited lowcarbon 
development plan up to 2050 and adopted a new Energy 
Strategy 2035. Both documents were criticized by experts 
for continuing the businessasusual, largely fossil fuel–
based energy policy, as well as unambitious scenarios and 
targets on greenhouse gas emission reduction and little role 
for renewable energy (cf. Lanshina 2020; Davydova 2020). 

As of 2020, all countries in the region, with the exception 
of Turkmenistan, had renewable energy targets for in
stalled capacity or for the share of renewables in the ener
gy or electricity mix. These targets are far from ambitious, 
but provide an important basis for planning and monitor
ing the progress of the countries, as well as some invest
ment security. The targets and policies on renewable ener
gy focus mainly on power generation.

It is normal global practice to use political and financial 
mechanisms and incentives, including a guaranteed right 
to grid access, feedintariff (FIT) system and tax exemp
tions for renewable energy producers to ensure the uptake 
and mainstreaming of renewable energy technologies in 
markets that are not yet developed. In later phases of mar
ket development, feedin premium systems24 and auctions 
may be introduced. The latter would be counterproductive 
in the early phase of market development as they limit 
competition to large companies and exclude investments 
from decentralized actors, such as cooperatives, smaller 
and mediumsized enterprises and communities (cf. Ram et 
al. 2017). Auctions are connected with higher risks for in
vestors in comparison with feedin tariffs, which guarantee 
predictable revenues for investors, and can be more 
opaque than the FIT support. 

As of 2016, most of the countries, except for Russia, Tajik
istan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, had adopted the FIT 
system provisions. In July 2020, in a controversial move 
Ukraine adopted a law on retroactive cuts to its green en
ergy tariffs in order to solve the problem of mass nonpay
ments to renewable energy producers as a result of the 
economic recession caused by the coronavirus pandemic 
(Reuters 2020). 

Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, Montenegro and 
Ukraine enforced net metering or net billing25 programmes. 
Net metering helps to reduce electricity costs for distribut
ed smallscale renewable energy generation (UNECE/
REN21 2017). 

Auctions are used in seven countries (Albania, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Georgia, Moldova, Montenegro, Russia and, 

24 Under a feedin premium (FIP) scheme, renewable energy producers 
receive either a fixed or a sliding premium on top of the market price 
of the produced electricity.

25 Net metering enables utility customers who have installed their own 
renewable energy generating systems to pay only for the net elec
tricity delivered from the utility (total consumption minus onsite 
selfgeneration). A variation that employs two meters with differing 
tariffs for purchasing electricity and exporting excess electricity off
site is called »net billing« (UNECE / REN21 2017).



Notes:     1. Ukraine plans to launch renewable energy auctions in 2021. 2. Uzbek legislation lacks specific regulations for the renewable energy tendering 
procedure, but the country ran its first solar PV auction in 2019 with the assistance of the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and plans further 
auctions in the period 2020–2022.

Source:  UNECE/REN21 Renewable Energy Status Report 2017 (with author updates in 2020).
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Albania       

Armenia       

Azerbaijan       

Belarus       

Bosnia and Herzegovina       

Georgia       

Kazakhstan       

Kyrgyzstan       

North Macedonia       

Moldova       

Montenegro       

Russian Federation       

Serbia       

Tajikistan       

Turkmenistan       

Ukraine       1

Uzbekistan       2

Table 1
Overview of Renewable Energy Policies by Country
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since 2018, Kazakhstan). Uzbekistan ran its first solar PV 
auction in 2019 with the assistance of the International Fi
nance Corporation (IFC) and plans further auctions in the 
coming years (Bellini 2019). 

In accordance with the Energy Community’s requirements, 
its members are supposed to move gradually from feedin 
tariffs to feedin premium systems and to start prepara
tions for shifting to the auction system. But as mentioned 
earlier, auctions can be counterproductive in the market in 
the early stages of development. In some countries that in
troduced auctions, for example, Kazakhstan and Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, nontransparent and bureaucratic bid
ding processes were reported. 

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, North Macedonia, Mol
dova, Serbia, Belarus and Ukraine have developed their Na
tional Action Plans on energy efficiency (UNECE 2019; UN
ECE/REN21 2017). 

In February 2020, the North Macedonian government ap
proved a national energy strategy that made it the first 
country in the Western Balkans to consider a coal phase
out before 2030. Two of the strategy’s scenarios consid
ered a coal exit by 2025, while the third would delay the 
closure of the Bitola lignite power plant until 2040. A final 
decision on which pathway to take is pending later this 
year (Europe Beyond Coal 2020).

In early 2020, the Ukrainian Ministry of Energy and Envi
ronmental Protection released a draft of the ›Ukraine 
Green Deal‹,26 which proposed a target of 70 per cent re
newable energy in the generation mix and a coal phase
out by 2050. According to the plan, coal power plants 
would be substituted by solar, wind and biomass energy, 
as well as by ‘highly manoeuvrable gasfiring generation 
capacities, energy accumulation and storage technologies 
and possibly, new nuclear technologies’. 

But despite all the good arguments for renewable energy 
and the impressive growth of the sector over recent years, 
there was a policy rollback in summer 2020. The Ukraini
an government reshuffle and the pandemic state of emer
gency have left the Green Deal proposal in limbo. In June 
2020, the Cabinet of Ministers adopted an order on the 
priority of coal for electricity generation, and Prime Minis
ter Denis Shmyhal announced plans to support Ukrainian 
miners (Government portal 2020). 

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS

Here the bad news starts to appear: despite the high po
tential of renewable energy sources in the region, it re
mains largely untapped, with the exception of controver
sial large hydropower. 

26 For draft of the Ukraine Green Deal (in Ukrainian) see:  
https://bit.ly/2DJVXp8

Over recent years, there has been almost no significant 
progress on the deployment of renewable energy in the 
countries of South East and Eastern Europe, South Cauca
sus and Central Asia. During 2015 and 2016, the region 
27added only a little over 2 GW of renewable power capac
ity, with hydropower accounting for 70 per cent of these 
additions (UNECE/REN21 2017). By comparison, the United 
Kingdom alone installed 2 GW of solar PV in 2016 (Bellini 
2017) and Germany installed 5 GW of onshore wind ener
gy the same year (WindEurope 2017). By the end of 2016, 
total installed renewable power capacity in the entire re
gion reached 85.4 GW. That was less than the total in
stalled renewable power capacity in Germany, which 
reached 104 GW in 2016 (BMWi 2018). 

The following countries – Macedonia, Albania, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Georgia, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan – have 
historically high shares of hydropower. With large hydro
power included, shares of renewable energy in total final 
energy consumption vary from less than 5 per cent in Turk
menistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Russia and 
Ukraine to over 40 per cent in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Montenegro (see Figure 3). 

Although large hydropower is officially counted as a re
newable energy source by most international organiza
tions, including IRENA, its use is highly controversial due to 
its numerous negative effects on the environment and lo
cal ecosystems, as well as displacement of local communi
ties (cf. Rivernet 2003). Water storage reservoirs, created 
for hydropower dams, have also been proved to be a sig
nificant source of greenhouse gas emissions (Weiser 
2016). 

Large hydropower is often used by politicians to showcase 
their commitment to renewable energy. But including large 
hydropower in statistics on renewables, as a rule, does not 
show the real dynamics and new developments in the sec
tor. Compare, for instance, the shares of renewable energy 
in electricity generation in the region, excluding large hy
dropower (Figure 4). In that case, renewable energy shares 
in most of the countries of the region hardly reach 3 per 
cent, with only Armenia and Macedonia reaching slightly 
over 4 per cent.28

 

Despite their smaller impact on the environment, small hy
dropower plants29 also have numerous negative effects. 
For instance, in the Western Balkans 49 per cent of all pro

27 This figure does not include Kosovo, as the UNECE/REN 21 report did 
not cover it.

28 Data on renewable energy shares, excluding large hydropower, is 
difficult to find, as most organizations include it in their statistics. 
The data presented in Figure 4 dates back to 2012, therefore slight 
changes might have taken place since then.

29 Small hydropower projects include multiple small hydro projects in 
Armenia under the Clean Development Mechanism. Georgia is de
veloping several projects through the state Energy Development 
Fund. Kyrgyzstan is developing 20MW of small hydropower projects 
with the technical assistance of the Global Environment Facility (GEF) 
and the UNDP (UNECE/REN21 2017).

https://bit.ly/2DJVXp8
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Figure 3
Share of renewable energy in total final energy consumption by country, 2014

Source: UNECE/REN21 Renewable energy Status Report 2017
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Figure 4
Share of renewable energy, excluding large hydropower, in electricity generation by country, 2012

Source: UNDP Renewable Energy Snapshots 2014 
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jected hydropower plants, most of them small, are in na
tional parks, protected areas and biodiversity hotspots. 
Many of these projects endanger the local communities 
that are dependent on these rivers for drinking water. In 
some cases these projects are being implemented by com
panies with close connections to the government (cf. Bank
watch 2018; Schwarz 2015). Therefore small hydropower 
projects should also be thoroughly scrutinized when con
sidering different renewable energy technologies.

Besides hydropower, some progress was made in Ukraine, 
Kazakhstan and Russia in the period 2015–2016 (UNECE/
REN21 2017). 

Ukraine is the largest solar PV market in the region. Due to 
the feedintariff programme, its cumulative solar PV in
stalled capacity has almost doubled since 2012. At the end 
of 2018, the country had reached 1.3 GW of installed solar 
PV capacity. By the end of September 2019, around 15,000 
households had installed rooftop solar PV under a net me
tering system (Bellini 2020). However, this development is 
likely to slow down significantly because of the retroactive 
feedintariff cuts adopted by the Ukrainian government in 
July 2020. 

In 2015–2016, Kazakhstan30 led in new wind capacity in
stallations, followed by Russia, Belarus, Ukraine and Serbia. 
The decisive role in Kazakhstan’s progress was played by 
the funds of the EBRD, which supported 262 MW of re
newable energy capacity in the country as part of its Ka
zakhstan Renewables Framework. In 2019, the EBRD ap
proved extension of the framework and pledged an addi
tional 300 million EUR to ‘promote solar, wind, hydro, bio
gas, distribution and transmission projects’ (EBRD 2019). 

The EBRD funds supported a number of running large
scale renewable energy projects in the Western Balkans, 
including loans to the 32.4 MW Kitka wind farm in the east 
and the 105 MW Bajgora wind farm in the north of Koso
vo, the 158MW Čibuk wind farm and the 104 MW Kovac
ica wind farm in Serbia and a loan to build a 10 MW solar 
plant on the site of a former lignite mine in North Macedo
nia (EBRD 2020). 

Belarus added 45.5 MW of wind power capacity in 2015–
2016, including its largest wind farm of 7.5 MW in Nav
ahrudak district. In 2016, Georgia completed its first utility 
scale wind project, the 20.7 MW Qartli wind power plant 
in the central part of the country, also with the financial 
support of the EBRD (UNECE/REN21 2017). 

In 2019, the Uzbek Ministry of Energy released a Concept 
Note31 that outlined plans to build 5 GW of solar PV and 3 
GW of wind by 2030. It ran its first solar PV auction in 2019 

30 In Kazakhstan two utilityscale projects were realized, both with 
EBRD financial backing: the 50 MW Burnoye Solar1 in the southern 
region of Zhambyl, and a 50 MW wind power park near the capital 
Astana (Nabiyeva, 2018).

31 For more information see: https://minenergy.uz/en/lists/view/28

with the assistance of the International Finance Corpora
tion (IFC) and plans further auctions in the coming years 
with the support of international donors, including ADB 
and EBRD (Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Uzbekistan 
2020). Secondary legislation with provisions for incentive 
schemes or tenders is missing, however. 

A few companies active on the market negotiate special 
rates directly with the government. Such direct deals were 
announced with Canadian SkyPower Global for the con
struction of several solar PV plants with a combined capac
ity of 1 GW (Nabiyeva 2018), and with Saudi Arabia’s Ac
wa Power for several wind power plants with a capacity of 
up to 1 GW (Dudley 2020). Meanwhile, in 2018, the gov
ernment signed a highly controversial agreement with Ro
satom on the construction of a nuclear power plant in Uz
bekistan (Ecodefense 2020). 

Albania is the most developed market for solar water heat
ing due to the government and UNDP/GEF support. In Ar
menia, solar water heating capacity continues to grow due 
to funding by the soft loans of the commercial banks of Ar
menia and Germany’s KfW Development Bank (UNECE/
REN21 2017).

In the heating and transport sector, the development of re
newable energy technology remains even slower. The 
countries of the region have large biomass32 resources that 
are only partially exploited. Belarus has the most devel
oped bioheat sector, with seven solid biomassbased and 
16 biogasbased combined heat and power (CHP) plants,33 
feeding district heating networks. Belarus’ example could 
be replicable in countries with functioning district heating 
networks, as these can be converted to be fuelled by solid 
biomass or biogas where local supply is available. 

Moldova promotes renewable heating systems through 
the Moldova Energy and Biomass Project, funded by the 
EU. The programme supplies municipal institutions with bi
omass heating systems (burning mainly biomass briquettes 
and pellets from agricultural waste). Montenegro is imple
menting the Energy Wood project – which provides soft 
loans for heating systems fuelled by modern biomass, such 
as wood pellets or briquettes – with support from Luxem
bourg’s Agency for Development Cooperation (ibid.). 

There have been a few developments at the city level. In 
2018, four Ukrainian cities – Zhytomyr, KamianetsPodil
sky, Lviv and Chortkiv – announced their plans to shift to 
100 per cent renewable energy by 2050 (Davydova 2018). 
A Georgian city, Kutaisi, joined the same year. 

32 Biomass refers to any material of biological origin, excluding fossil fu
els or peat, which contains a chemical store of energy (originally re
ceived from the sun) and which is available for conversion to a wide 
range of energy carriers. These can take many forms, including liq
uid biofuels, biogas, biomethane, pyrolysis oil or solid biomass pellets 
(UNECE/REN21 2017).

33 CHP or cogeneration plants use the heat created as a byproduct of 
electricity generation for district heating or for industrial processes, 
which increases the overall efficiency of the process.
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These latest developments, as well as existing policy and 
regulatory frameworks, are a good starting point. But 
overall the progress of countries in deploying renewable 
energy and energy efficiency technologies remains very 
slow, and the vast potential in the region remains un
locked. 
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Although all the countries – with one exception – have pol
icy and regulatory frameworks on renewable energy and 
partly on energy efficiency measures, significant barriers 
still hinder their accelerated uptake in the region. This sec
tion elaborates on the political, financial, technical and so
cial challenges and barriers in the countries of the region. 

INHERITED CENTRALIZATION OF ENERGY 
SYSTEMS AND CLOSE LINKS BETWEEN 
POLITICS AND BUSINESS

One of the major characteristics of energy systems and en
ergy supply infrastructure in the countries of the region is 
their inherited centralization with monopolies and large
scale energy generation facilities from the Soviet era. Espe
cially in the countries that are heavily dependent on fossil 
fuels and nuclear energy resources, large energy providers 
either belong to the state or are directly supported by it 
and have little or no interest in changing the status quo.
 
Centralization of fossil fuel and nuclear energy industry al
so makes it much more prone to corruption than decentral
ized renewable energy. Corruption is widespread across 
the countries of the region, with Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, 
Uzbekistan and Russia scoring the highest and Georgia, 
Montenegro and Belarus34 the lowest on corruption per
ceptions in 2019 (Transparency International 2019). 

As a rule, a few established energy suppliers (gas, coal, oil 
and nuclear) and utilities dominate the market. Due to their 
close ties to the government, the established energy play
ers make market entry for new players difficult and block 
competition. As a result, open electricity markets, unbun
dled energy generation and transmission ownership,35 reg

34 Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index ranks 180 
countries and territories by their perceived levels of public sector corrup
tion according to experts and business people, on a scale of 0 to 100, 
where 0 is highly corrupt and 100 is very clean. In 2019, the countries 
of the region scored as follows: Turkmenistan (19), Tajikistan (25), Uz
bekistan (25), Russia (28) Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine (30), Mol
dova (32), Kazakhstan (34), North Macedonia and Albania (35), Bosnia 
and Herzegovina and Kosovo (36), Serbia (39), Armenia (42), Belarus 
and Montenegro (45), Georgia (56) (Transparency International 2019).

35 Unbundling is the separation of energy supply and generation from 
the operation of transmission networks to enable competition on the 
energy market.

ulated thirdparty access36 and sufficient competition on 
the supply and demand sides are often unknown in the 
countries of the region (IRENA 2017). 

This historically centralized approach to energy systems al
so often causes topdown decisionmaking, lack of owner
ship and little interest and incentives in energy saving. His
torically, heat meters and temperature regulators are miss
ing in the residential sector and households pay their bills 
as a rule not for heat used, but based on the size of their 
apartment. The most common way to regulate tempera
ture in winter is by opening the windows.

Furthermore, government authorities in many countries of 
the region are often publicly sceptical towards renewable 
energy. Russian President Vladimir Putin was famously quot
ed as saying that wind turbines make moles come out of the 
ground (Korsunskaya 2010). In 2014, Kazakhstan’s President 
Nursultan Nazarbayev said, »I personally do not believe in al
ternative energy sources, such as wind and solar. Oil and gas 
is our main horse, and we should not be afraid that these are 
fossil fuels« (Sorbello 2014) just two years after announcing 
his plan for the country’s transition to a green economy. 

Some politicians present the maintenance and expansion of 
the local fossil fuel industry as the only way to guarantee en
ergy security. For instance, in Kosovo, the government pre
fers the construction of a new lignite power plant as a result 
of a strong politically biased narrative, although renewables 
appear to be a more costefficient alternative even before 
considering external costs (cf. Germanwatch 2018). Main
taining the country’s own lignite production was presented 
in the public debate as a contribution to political independ
ence from Serbia. Similarly, in 2020 Serbian President Alek
sandar Vučić said that the Kolubara mine is the heart of the 
country’s energy system and a new openpit mine would 
provide coal for the next 60 years (Euractiv 2020).

Furthermore, the use of false narratives that renewable en
ergy technologies are more expensive than local fossil fuel 
energy and are being imposed by the EU is not uncommon. 

36 Thirdparty access (TPA) gives a legal right to independent enter
prises, operating in the energy sector, to access and use energy net
work facilities which are owned by other companies. TPA is essential 
for the entry of new market players.
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For instance, in 2018, Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić 
was quoted as saying that he does not understand why the 
country needs to pay for »expensive« electricity from re
newables in order to comply with EU regulations when it 
can produce the cheapest electricity in the EU at the Kos
tolac thermal power plant.37

FOSSIL FUEL ENERGY SUBSIDIES 
AND LOW ENERGY TARIFFS

High fossil fuel energy subsidies are present throughout the 
region and their percentage in the region’s GDP is one of the 
highest in the world, with individual shares ranging from 2 per 
cent in Albania to 59 per cent in Ukraine in 2017 (IMF 2018). 

Fossil fuel subsidies, artificially lowering fossil fuel prices, 
have multiple negative environmental, economic and social 
effects. In particular, they increase energy consumption 
and greenhouse gas emissions, strain government budg
ets, divert funding that could otherwise be spent on social 
priorities, such as health care or education and reduce the 
profitability of renewable energy sources (OECD 2013).

In many cases, low energy tariffs are agreed among the few 
energy suppliers and the government. These electricity and 
heat tariffs are often below their costrecovery level. In com
parison with an average 0.2 EUR per kWh in the European 
Union and 0.3 EUR per kWh in Germany, electricity prices 
for households range from 0.1 EUR in Moldova, 0.07 EUR in 
Serbia, 0.06 EUR in Georgia and Kosovo (Eurostat 2020) to 
0.009 EUR per kWh in Kyrgyzstan (World Bank 2018).

Low energy tariffs significantly reduce the competitiveness 
of renewable energy and discourage investment in new 
technologies. For instance, the average electricity consum
er price of 0.05 EUR per kWh in Kazakhstan means that a 
return on investment in solar PV energy takes 20 to 25 
years, which is extremely long for local investors, who ex
pect amortization within five years (Nabiyeva 2018).

Subsidies do not reduce the cost of energy, but move it on
to the population in a different way, which may suit the 
political circumstances in the short term, but not in the 
long term. Someone still pays, but through taxes, forgone 
expenditure, lack of investment in energy infrastructure 
and quality of service (OECD 2018). As subsidies are large
ly untargeted and inequitable, they tend to benefit the 
higher income population that has a higher per capita con
sumption of energy, which inadvertently reinforces social 
inequalities (UNDP 2014a). Only a smaller percentage of 
such subsidies reach the poorest population, demonstrat
ing the inefficiency of this mechanism. 

On the other hand, energy tariff reforms and increases are a 
very sensitive topic for the population, especially for vulnera

37 This quote was translated by an interview partner from Serbia. The 
original quote in Serbian can be found here: https://www.b92.net/
biz/vesti/srbija.php?yyyy=2018&mm=10&dd=11&nav_id=1454777

ble social groups. The average percentage of household in
come spent on energy by the lowest income decile of the 
population in the region was approximately 14 per cent, 
about double the global average of 4–8 per cent, which 
makes them especially vulnerable to energy price hikes. In
deed, increases in energy tariffs threaten to intensify energy 
poverty in the region and therefore should be combined with 
targeted social assistance and compensation mechanisms for 
economically vulnerable social groups (UNDP 2014a).

Elimination of fossil fuel subsidies can release financial re
sources for governments that could be used for more tar
geted support to vulnerable groups, improving health care 
and supporting energy efficiency measures (OECD 2018). 

LACK OF INVESTMENT SECURITY  
AND HIGH COST OF CAPITAL

Renewable energy technologies have a different cost struc
ture from fossil fuels and nuclear energy, as the former are 
capital intensive at the beginning, but have no costs on fu
el later. The cost of capital of renewable energy invest
ments directly reflects how investors perceive the risk. A 
range of contractrelated risks, regulatory factors (stability 
of policy regime, time required to obtain permits and se
cure land and grid access) and market environment factors 
(interest rates, inflation, competition) can significantly in
fluence the cost of capital for renewable energy (Agora En
ergiewende 2018). Stable policy and reliable regulatory 
frameworks lower risks and translate into lower costs for 
project developers needed to make an investment profita
ble (cf. Agora Energiewende 2018b).

Lack of investment security translates into countryspecific 
premiums on the costs of renewable energy investments 
that are not related to technology risks or weather condi
tions. For instance, at current cost of capital levels, invest
ments in renewable energy technologies in the Western 
Balkans cost up to twice as much as in Germany or France 
(Agora Energiewende 2018b).

Members of the Energy Community are advancing signifi
cantly faster in terms of policy and regulatory support for 
renewable energy technologies, due to their obligations 
under EU energy regulations. But even in those countries a 
longterm vision is often lacking, as the countries have 
been pursuing only the EU 2020 renewable energy and en
ergy efficiency targets and the work on planning the 2030 
targets started just recently.

In many countries of the region, policy frameworks and the 
design of support schemes are often subject to change, 
which leaves considerable room for market uncertainty. 
Drastic and partly retroactive legal changes to renewable 
energy support schemes in Bulgaria and Romania38 in re

38 For more information on retroactive changes in Bulgaria and 
 Romania see https://www.diw.de/documents/publikationen/73/ 
diw_01.c.580373.de/dp1726.pdf

https://www.b92.net/biz/vesti/srbija.php?yyyy=2018&mm=10&dd=11&nav_id=1454777
https://www.b92.net/biz/vesti/srbija.php?yyyy=2018&mm=10&dd=11&nav_id=1454777
https://www.diw.de/documents/publikationen/73/diw_01.c.580373.de/dp1726.pdf
https://www.diw.de/documents/publikationen/73/diw_01.c.580373.de/dp1726.pdf
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cent years had a spillover uncertainty effect from these 
countries to the entire South East Europe region (IRENA 
2017). In July 2020, Ukraine adopted retroactive cuts to its 
renewable energy feedin tariffs.

In most of the countries in the region, there is also a high
er risk perception because of numerous barriers at the reg
ulatory level and complex administrative procedures and 
regulations on permits and licensing, leading to a long pro
ject development period and additional transaction costs 
for businesses. The design and approval process of Power 
Purchase Agreements39 (PPAs) are also often problematic. 
A PPA developed in 2016 by Serbia with the support of the 
EBRD was quoted by experts as a best practice, which ad
dresses the bankability issues. 

On top of these policy and market uncertainties, many 
countries have started shifting from feedin tariff systems 
to tendering. For instance, in 2016 Kazakhstan announced 
a planned switch from feedin tariffs to the auction system 
starting from 2018, but information on auctioning proce
dures was not available for almost eighteen months, lead
ing to uncertainty and limbo for numerous investment pro
jects (Nabiyeva 2018).

LIMITED ACCESS TO FINANCE 

The instability of legislation on renewable energy and high 
risk perception also lead to difficult and expensive access 
to capital in the countries of the region. For instance, capi
tal costs are markedly higher in the nonEU countries of 
South East Europe than in EU countries. An extreme exam
ple is Ukraine, where bank interest rates were as high as 30 
per cent (IRENA 2017).
 
As a result, almost all recent utility scale renewable energy 
projects – among others, solar and wind parks in Kazakh
stan and wind parks in Georgia and Serbia, were possible 
only with the financial backing and guarantees of the 
EBRD. As for offgrid renewable energy installations, citi
zen investors, farmers and communities also as a rule have 
limited access to affordable capital.

The availability of sizable public and private funding is also 
a significant barrier for the deployment of energy efficien
cy projects in most countries of Eastern Europe, South 
Caucasus and Central Asia. In South East Europe funding 
from international donors is more readily available, but the 
absorption capacity at the local level is often weak (UN
ECE/REN21 2017). 

Municipalities are often more interested in local energy ef
ficiency measures, but as a rule have extremely limited or 
no budget money for retrofitting buildings and introducing 
energy efficiency measures. Several countries in the region 

39 A power purchase agreement is an important contract that governs 
the sale and purchase of power, defining the bankability of the project 
and providing longterm security for investors and project developers.

have started to address this issue through specialized funds 
with the support of international donors.40

LACK OF TECHNICAL CAPACITY 
AND KNOW-HOW

As a result of the above mentioned challenges and very 
few successful renewable energy and energy efficiency 
projects, technical knowhow and expertise in the region 
are still very limited. Local specialists and skilled labour are 
lacking, as well as technology providers in the renewable 
energy and energy efficiency sector.

Dedicated agencies and funds coordinating renewable en
ergy and energy efficiency policies and promoting projects 
from the government side are still rare. Scientific and re
search centres for energy, while present in all the countries, 
remain under the academies of sciences or as part of the 
technical university frameworks, with very little or no fund
ing for technology research and development. 

Graduate and postgraduate programmes in sustainable 
energy management and environmental engineering are 
rare in the region. This discourages the growth of a new 
generation of scientists and researchers, and further im
pedes the scientific and technological research develop
ment in the region (cf. IEA 2015). 

Another key technical barrier is lack of comprehensive and 
inclusive data. For instance, tracking performance indica
tors for energy efficiency, such as KWh per floor area, re
mains challenging and individual metering in district heat
ing is not available systematically at the enduser level (UN
ECE/REN21 2017).

LACK OF PUBLIC AWARENESS  
AND LOW PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Active public engagement and broad societal debates 
were crucial factors in changing the political mindset and 
fostering the development of renewable energy in the 
countries embarking on an energy transition. They ensure 
the building of the necessary basic social trust in the feasi
bility, reliability and economic benefits of renewable ener
gy and energy saving measures (cf. Hirsch 2015). 

Across the region, public awareness of the socioeconom
ic benefits and feasibility of renewable energy and energy 

40 For instance, several revolving funds were introduced in Ukraine with 
NGO support at the municipality level. At the country level, a Revolv
ing Fund for Energy Efficiency was created in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
in 2016 with contributions from the government of Sweden and UNDP 
through the Green Economic Development Project. Moldova’s Energy 
Efficiency Fund, supported by the EU Delegation in Moldova, finances 
small energy efficiency projects by public or private entities (UNECE /
REN21 2017). The Ukrainian State Energy Efficiency Fund, which was 
set up with the financial support of the German government and the 
European Commission, became operational in September 2019.
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efficiency technologies remains quite low. In many coun
tries investigative and media reports on the interrelation 
between fossil fuel use and air pollution and health issues 
are still rare. Public discussions of world trends on renewa
ble energy and saving, the carbon bubble,41 whose burst
ing would lead to trillions of stranded assets, and a new fi
nancial crisis, as well as divestment movement from fossil 
fuels are not widespread. 

Furthermore, in many countries of South East, Eastern Eu
rope, South Caucasus and Central Asia – with some excep
tions – the public is historically isolated and disengaged 
from political processes. The number of nongovernmental 
organizations working on sustainable energy, environmen
tal and health issues is, as a rule, limited. In many cases lo
cal NGOs and political activists lack funds and/or know
how for organizing broad public awareness campaigns and 
are subject to restrictions on their work or pressure by the 
government.42

 

Another significant barrier is lack of ownership, low expe
rience and interest in engaging in political activism and so
cial dialogue. Also, citizen energy or energy cooperatives 
are extremely rare in the region. However, the global Fri
days for Future climate strike movement, which started in 
2018, did not leave the region untouched. Meanwhile, in 
some countries of the region positive examples can be 
found of how increased public engagement can bring 
about behavioural changes in society.43

41 For more information on the carbon bubble see Harvey 2018.

42 In Russia, the 2012 law requires independent groups to register as 
»foreign agents« if they receive any foreign funding and engage in 
broadly defined »political activity«. As of June 2018, 76 groups, in
cluding NGOs, working on environmental and energy issues, were 
labeled »foreign agents« by Russia’s Justice Ministry (Human Rights 
Watch 2018).

43 For more information, see Section 6 on best practices.
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ENERGY SECURITY AND DIVERSIFICATION

Secure and sufficient energy supply is an important driver 
for renewable energy and energy efficiency, no matter 
whether a country is a net energy exporter or importer. 
The economies that are heavily dependent on revenues 
from local fossil fuel energy production could increase their 
resilience to external shocks, such as volatile oil prices, by 
diversifying their energy supply.

The majority of the countries of the region are net energy 
(gas or oil) importers with heavy reliance on a single source 
at country level. For instance, in Armenia, Belarus and 
Georgia net energy imports account for over 60 per cent of 
total energy use and in Moldova 90 per cent. The introduc
tion of energy efficiency measures and deployment of lo
cal renewable energy sources can help them to become 
less vulnerable and politically dependent on energy im
ports from Russia or other countries (UNECE/REN21 2017). 

Power outages are an issue in some of the countries and are 
exacerbated on a seasonal basis due to hydropower fluctu
ations and the effects of an ageing energy infrastructure. In 
countries with high shares of hydropower generation, for in
stance Albania, Georgia, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, deploy
ment of nonhydro renewable energy sources could help to 
tackle seasonal variations in hydropower (ibid).

In Russia and the countries in the South Caucasus and Cen
tral Asia there is an especially strong economic case for solar 
water heating and decentralized offgrid renewable power 
generation in remote regions and rural areas, which have no 
access to central electricity and heating. It would also help to 
reduce the levels of illegal deforestation for firewood. 

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND JOBS

Numerous studies show that investment in climate action 
measures and deployment of renewable energy and ener
gy efficiency technologies boost economic growth, create 
new employment opportunities and enhance welfare. They 
encourage technical innovation, improve the investment 
climate and stimulate domestic business (cf. OECD 2017; 
IRENA 2016). Worldwide, 11 million people were already 
employed in the renewable energy sector by the end of 

2018 (IRENA 2019). According to IRENA, an accelerated 
uptake of renewables could boost jobs in the sector to 42 
million by 2050 (IRENA 2020b). Meanwhile, according to 
the Energy Watch Group, a global transition to 100 per 
cent renewablebased electricity would overcompensate 
phaseout of roughly 9 million jobs in the coal mining sec
tor in 2015 by over 15 million new jobs in the renewable 
sector by 2050 (Energy Watch Group 2019). 

The resulting economic activity and job creation can help 
to avoid depopulation and decline in rural areas, which 
lead to labour migration. In 2013, about 37 million emi
grants came from the countries of the region,44 accounting 
for 16 per cent of all international migrants in the world 
and nearly 10 per cent of the total population in the coun
tries of origin. The main reason for their migration was a 
search for employment (IOM 2015). 

The growth of employment could also help to reduce the 
brain drain of young people from the region. For instance, 
in 2019, over 18 per cent of young people in the Western 
Balkans were inactive – not in employment, education or 
training (NEET) – with figures reaching 26 per cent in Alba
nia and 33 per cent in Kosovo (World Bank 2020b).

Depending on the level of development of the renewable 
energy sector, jobs can be created along the entire value 
chain, including project planning, manufacturing, installa
tion, grid connection, operation and maintenance and de
commissioning. Especially installation as well as operation 
and maintenance are typically carried out by local engi
neering, procurement and construction companies and 
can create domestic jobs and value. Further opportunities 
for domestic value creation exist in support processes, such 
as policymaking, financial services, education, research 
and development and consulting (IRENA 2014). 

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

According to World Health Organization (WHO) statistics, 
air pollution causes seven million premature deaths a year 

44 The IOM study covered all the countries examined in this publication, 
as well as Israel and Turkey (IOM 2015).
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worldwide, largely as a result of increased mortality from 
strokes, heart disease, lung cancer and acute respiratory in
fections (WHO 2018). In Europe45 alone, over 420,000 pre
mature deaths are caused by longterm exposure to air pol
lution (EEA 2018).

In 2019, Serbia, Georgia, Ukraine, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Armenia and Belarus were among the ten countries with 
highest rate of pollution deaths per 100,000 inhabitants in 
South East and Eastern Europe, South Caucasus and Cen
tral Asia (GAHP 2019). 

Coal mining and power generation are among the most 
dangerous sources of air pollution, causing acute and 
chronic health effects. According to the recent HEAL re
port, 16 coal power plants in five Western Balkan countries 
are among the most polluting in Europe, with total emis
sions almost as high as from the 250 existing coal plants in 
the EU. In 2016, emissions by Western Balkans power 
plants caused a total of 3,906 premature deaths beyond 
national borders: across the region, as well as in the neigh
bouring EU and other countries. They also contributed to 
disease and ill health, causing over 10,000 cases of bron
chitis in children and adults, with total damage to health 
estimated at 6.1 to 11.5 billion EUR per year (HEAL 2019).
 
With increasing evidence of air pollution playing a role in the 
spread and impact of the COVID19 pandemic, the Western 
Balkans appear particularly vulnerable, especially during the 
winter months, in which extremely high toxic peaks of air 
pollution dominate, which may trigger outbreaks and peaks 
of the pandemic and cause hard economic and social conse
quences in the region (World Bank 2020c). Not surprisingly, 
in January 2020, there was a wave of nationwide public pro
tests across Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, demanding 
government action on air pollution.46

 
Furthermore, mining and burning of coal and other fossil 
fuels leads to other dangerous environmental effects, in
cluding degradation and loss of groundwater and rivers, 
forest destruction and degradation of vital ecosystems. 
The Chernobyl and Fukushima disasters have proved that 
nuclear energy is extremely dangerous and the disposal of 
highly radioactive nuclear waste remains an unresolved 
problem internationally.

Deployment of renewable energy and energy efficiency 
measures could help to dramatically improve air quality and 
reduce the number of health issues and deaths resulting 
from air pollution. It would also provide a sustainable and 
environmentfriendly alternative to fossil fuel and nuclear 
energy. 

45 The EEA report covered the EEA member countries and the Western 
Balkans (EEA 2018).

46 See e. g. on protests in Serbia https://www.reuters.com/article/
usserbiapollutionprotests/serbiansdonmasksandtaketosmog
filledstreetstodemandcleanerairidUSKBN1ZG29O; in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina: https://www.reuters.com/article/usbosniapol
lutionprotests/maskwearingbosnianstaketostreetsinairpollu
tionprotestidUSKBN1ZE2LI

Most of the coalfired power plants in the countries in 
question are aging, dating back to the Soviet era. Thus util
ities and governments in the Western Balkan countries will 
have to decide within the next decade whether to modern
ise or replace roughly 50 per cent of the currently installed 
coal and lignite generation capacity (Agora Energiewende 
2018b). This opens up a window of opportunity for politi
cal decisions in favour of investments in green energy.
 
Currently, environmental and health concerns were report
ed to be a minor driver of renewable energy and energy ef
ficiency deployment in the region. But compliance with ob
ligations under the Energy Community or the EU accession 
process and to a lesser degree commitments under the 
Paris Agreement are increasingly forcing some countries in 
the region to take steps towards adopting sustainable en
ergy policies and climate action plans. Due to the involve
ment of international and civil society projects, raising 
awareness about the environmental and health impacts of 
fossil fuel and nuclear energy generation, these issues are 
increasingly covered by the local media. 

DEMOCRATIZATION AND  
PEACE-BUILDING 

Deployment of decentralized renewable energy is a crucial 
factor fostering overall democratization and decentraliza
tion processes in the countries. Investments and support 
for renewable energy projects by energy cooperatives, 
communities and citizens can help significantly to reduce 
oligopolistic control of large conventional power plants 
and levels of corruption. 

It also encourages a stronger sense of ownership and par
ticipation among citizens, as well as social acceptance of 
the development of renewable energy infrastructure. 

In Germany, for instance, citizen energy was a decisive driv
er of the country’s Energiewende, with almost half of total 
installed renewable energy capacity owned by private indi
viduals and farmers, and much of the expansion in recent 
years driven by citizens’ onshore and offshore wind pro
jects (Clean Energy Wire 2018). 

Last but not least, renewable energy deployment can fos
ter regional cooperation by means of the expansion of in
terconnection capacities to neighbouring countries and 
crosscountry trade and help to end conflicts over limited 
and unevenly distributed fossil fuel energy and water re
sources among countries and regions. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-serbia-pollution-protests/serbians-don-masks-and-take-to-smog-filled-streets-to-demand-cleaner-air-idUSKBN1ZG29O
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-serbia-pollution-protests/serbians-don-masks-and-take-to-smog-filled-streets-to-demand-cleaner-air-idUSKBN1ZG29O
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-serbia-pollution-protests/serbians-don-masks-and-take-to-smog-filled-streets-to-demand-cleaner-air-idUSKBN1ZG29O
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bosnia-pollution-protests/mask-wearing-bosnians-take-to-streets-in-air-pollution-protest-idUSKBN1ZE2LI
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bosnia-pollution-protests/mask-wearing-bosnians-take-to-streets-in-air-pollution-protest-idUSKBN1ZE2LI
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bosnia-pollution-protests/mask-wearing-bosnians-take-to-streets-in-air-pollution-protest-idUSKBN1ZE2LI
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Although the overall rate of deployment of renewable en
ergy technology and energy efficiency measures remains 
slow in South East and Eastern Europe, South Caucasus 
and Central Asia, some best practices can already be found 
in the region. In this section three successful projects and 
initiatives are presented that could be valuable for similar 
undertakings. There was no bias or preferences regarding 
the choice of countries or the projects. 

The countries and projects were chosen based on the fol
lowing criteria: 

1)  high potential for replication in other countries of the 
region, due to comparable political, social and econom
ic starting points; 

2)  representation of various mechanisms (financial, politi
cal and education support); 

3)  representation of various target groups (NGOs, busi
nesses, communities and households);

 
4)  representation of various technologies (renewable en

ergy and energy efficiency);

5)  no or limited need for high donor funding. 

ENERGY COOPERATIVES:  
ENABLING CITIZEN ENERGY AND  
SAVING FORESTS IN GEORGIA 

As a net oil and gas importer, Georgia relies heavily on im
ports of fossil fuels to meet its energy needs. Domestic en
ergy production covers less than onethird of the country’s 
primary energy demand. In 2017, natural gas accounted for 
41 per cent of total primary energy supply, oil 28 per cent, 
hydropower 17 per cent, biofuels 8 per cent and coal 6 per 
cent (IEA 2020a).
 
Due to abundant water resources, (controversial) hydropow
er dominates electricity generation. In 2016, hydropower 
generated 81 per cent of electricity (small hydropower ac
counted for 4 per cent). The seasonal shortage in winter is 
compensated by thermal power plants and natural gas im
ports from Azerbaijan and Russia. 

Despite their huge potential, renewable energy sources, 
except for hydropower, remain untapped. According to 
UNDP estimates, solar PV alone could generate 97  000 
MW (UNDP 2014), which exceeded by nine times the total 
required power generating capacity in 2016. The first wind 
power plant with a total installed capacity of 20.7 MW was 
built with EBRD financial support in 2016. In 2019, the Ger
man solar module manufacturer AE Solar opened a 500 
MW module assembly factory on the outskirts of Kutaisi in 
western Georgia (Gouras 2019). 
 
In July 2017, Georgia joined the Energy Community and 
started meeting its obligations under the Treaty. In Decem
ber 2019, the Parliament of Georgia adopted the Law on 
Energy and Water Supply and the Law on Renewable Ener
gy Sources. In May 2020, it adopted the Law on the Ener
gy Performance of Buildings and the Law on Energy Effi
ciency (Energy Community 2020). The country does not 
have a binding target for renewable energy by 2020 be
cause of its late accession to the Energy Community. The 
2030 targets are expected to be set in the new National 
Renewable Energy Action Plan, currently being developed. 

Georgia has a net metering programme for smallscale re
newable energy installations (less than 100 kW), which has 
started to attract small business and household investments 
in rooftop PV. Its total capacity had reportedly reached 1.2 
MW by September 2019. But the new law on renewables 
does not indicate the planned incentive schemes and the 

Country Georgia

Initiative Gendersensitive energy cooperatives

Technology Solar water heaters

Social-economic 

benefits

Replacing inefficient firewood burning 

with solar water heaters, prevention of 

deforestation, tackling energy poverty, 

improving air quality and emission 

reduction

More information http://www.wecf.ge/new/24/ 

Project Snapshot
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relevant secondary legislation still has to be developed. 
Overall, a number of barriers and a lack of supportive mech
anisms and policies hinder renewable energy deployment 
(IEA 2020a). 

SOLAR ENERGY AS AN ALTERNATIVE  
TO FIREWOOD BURNING

About half of the Georgian population of four million peo
ple use firewood for heating and cooking. Especially in the 
countryside people rely on inefficient woodburning stoves 
and buy expensive wood. The official firewood allocated 
by the Georgian National Forest Agency covers only about 
25 per cent of demand, which contributes to illegal logging 
and gradual deforestation (CENN 2016). 

To help solve this problem, in 2010 an international NGO 
Women in Europe for a Common Future (WECF) started an 
EUfunded project, introducing solar water heaters to re
place wood stoves. During that period, WECF installed 
some 500 solar water heaters across Georgia and trained 
people how to construct them. 

‘The trained people started constructing solar water heat
ers in their backyard. Later four workshops evolved’, Anna 
Samwel, head of the WECF office in Georgia says. ‘As the 
project funding was [at an end], its participants were very 
motivated and wanted to continue with construction.’ In 
2016, with WECF training and the support of several Geor
gian NGOs, four cooperatives with a total of 50 members 
were established.

The energy cooperatives specialize in consulting, produc
tion, installation, service and maintenance of solar water 

heaters. Currently, they are the only domestic manufactur
ers of solar water heaters in Georgia and offer them on fa
vourable conditions. ‘Energy cooperatives offer a fiveyear 
guarantee for their solar water heaters, the longest in com
parison to imported products. They also have an agree
ment with a local bank, offering 0 per cent credit for clients 
for a maximum of two years’, Anna Samwel says.

To better coordinate their work and to improve sales, co
operatives established an umbrella coop, which supports 
its members with product development, marketing and 
training. Membership of the umbrella cooperative was 
opened up to international investors and includes WECF, a 
European cooperative and a private German company. 

DONOR FUNDING AND  
COORDINATION NEEDED 

Over recent years, about 900 solar water heaters have 
been installed in Georgia, saving an estimated three cubic 
meters of wood per solar water heater yearly. They help to 
reduce 900 tonnes of CO2 emissions per year, about as 
much as 200 cars release. With an average three to six 
years’ return on investment, they also lead to significant fi
nancial savings for households and contribute to solving 
energy poverty in Georgia. A majority of rural households 
in Georgia are classified as ‘energy poor’ as they spend 
around 30 per cent of their income on fuel (WECF 2015). 

Although solar water heaters have proved to be costeffec
tive technology and could be deployed in large quantities, 
this market remains undeveloped in Georgia. ‘Unfortu
nately, there is still low awareness about the benefits of so
lar water heating among the local population and poli

Figure 5
Representatives of WECF and four Georgian energy cooperatives at a workshop in 2016 in the Imereti region of Georgia. 

Source:  WECF
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cymakers. Also, there is a lack of willingness among poli
cymakers and donors to support small scale projects’, An
na Samwel says. By the end of 2019, WECF had trained 20 
women as solar ambassadors to promote the use of solar 
water heaters and to obtain an additional source of earn
ings. Their work raised public interest in solar water heat
ers and the first orders are earmarked for 2020. 

Building upon the successes of its pilot project, in 2015 
WECF helped to develop the first gendersensitive Nation
ally Appropriate Mitigation Action (NAMA)47 worldwide 
for Georgia. The proposal includes measures for scaling up 
the creation of gendersensitive energy cooperatives, train
ing in the installation and monitoring of solar water heat
ers and fuel efficient stoves and creation of a financial 
mechanism for lowincome households across Georgia 
(WECF 2015). But due to high competition from other 
countries, the Georgian proposal did not get approval for 
funding of the international NAMA facility, established by 
the UNFCCC, Anna Samwel says. 

‘International donors need to allocate more money for miti
gation action and need to better coordinate their work 
among each other as well as with the Georgian Ministry of 

47 NAMAs are actions, prepared under the umbrella of a national gov
ernmental initiative in developing countries, aimed at reducing green
house gas emissions within one or across several economic sectors.

Environmental Protection and Agriculture and the Ministry 
of the Economy’, Anna Samwel says. In the meantime, the 
EU, together with UNDP, launched a programme on sustain
able rural energy, aimed at reducing the use of firewood in 
Georgia. The GIZ is expected to start its own programme, 
but better coordination and lessonsharing is needed, Sam
wel says.

ENABLING CITIZEN ENERGY

Whereas in Germany, Denmark and Belgium, energy coop
eratives have played a key role in the deployment of renew
able energy technologies, they are nearly nonexistent in 
the countries of the EU Eastern Partnership and Western 
Balkans, a 2017 study 48 by WECF and Zelena Energetska Za
druga showed. According to the study, the main barriers to 
establishing energy cooperatives in these countries are the 
lack of appropriate support framework, financing, knowl
edge and successful pilots. Furthermore, in the postSoviet 
countries, cooperatives often have an ‘oldfashioned’ and 
‘socialist’ image and people have little experience and trust 
in citizens’ cooperative structures (WECF/Zelena Energetska 
Zadruga (2017). 

The study also shows that under the existing legal framework 
and with the strong support of nongovernmental organiza
tions, energy cooperatives could be established in all the an
alysed countries and some formal or informal citizenled ini
tiatives already exist. Apart from Georgia, energy cooperative 
pilots can be found in Croatia and Ukraine. In 2010, a coop
erative of local craftsmen and engineers was established in 
Tajikistan with the financial support of GIZ, which develops 
and manufactures locally energy efficient products. 

Experience of energy cooperatives in the EU countries 
shows that they have a positive impact on citizens’ integra
tion in sustainable economic processes, contribute to social 
awareness and acceptance of renewable energy technolo
gy and strengthen the regional economy. They also lever
age citizen participation and transparency, as well as the 
overall decentralization and democratization process. 

GREENCUBATOR: FOSTERING GREEN 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION 
IN UKRAINE 

Over recent years Ukraine launched a range of reforms in 
the energy sector, leveraged by the financial assistance of 
international financial institutions. Energy subsidies and gas 
consumption were cut significantly, putting an end to the 
longstanding dependence on direct Russian gas imports. 

But major challenges to energy security in Ukraine remain. 
State subsidies for gas, coal, oil, electricity and heat remain 

48 The analysis covered Armenia, Belarus, BosniaHerzegovina, Croatia, 
Georgia, Moldova, Serbia and Ukraine.

Figure 6
The beneficiary Guranabidze family from Ivandidi village in the Imereti region 
of Georgia with their installed solar water heater in the background

Source:  WECF
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Country Ukraine

Initiative NGO, connecting businesses, bloggers 

and interested people and providing 

access to capital for green innovations

Technology Renewable energy, energy efficiency, 

circular economy

Ecological and 

social-economic 

benefits

›Ecosystem‹, meeting points,  

knowledge, access to capital 

More information http://greencubator.info/?lang=en 

Project Snapshot

high. The total primary energy supply is dominated by fos
sil fuels (71 per cent49) and nuclear energy (25 per cent) 
(IEA 2020c). The occupation of the Donbass region, the 
former heartland of coal, has resulted in an abrupt decline 
of domestic coal mining and increased coal imports. 
Ukraine imports over 60 per cent of energy sources (Ukr
stat 2019) with some 70 per cent of nuclear fuel imported 
from Russia (Savitsky 2018). 

A big part of nuclear and coal infrastructure dates back to 
the 1960s and will need to be decommissioned in the com
ing years. This provides a chance to phase out fossil fuel 
and nuclear power generation and scale up renewable en

49 In 2017, coal accounted for 29, gas for 27 and oil for 14 per cent of 
total primary energy supply in Ukraine. 

ergy. The energy intensity of Ukraine’s economy is about 
three times higher than the EU average. In the residential 
sector, the metering level of water and gas remains ex
tremely low, leading to inefficient consumption (Nabiyeva 
2016). 

According to IRENA, Ukraine has a large wind and solar po
tential for power generation, which is still untapped (IRENA 
2017). In 2019, the share of renewable energy sources ac
counted for 3.5 per cent of the country’s electricity mix, ex
cluding hydro (additional 5.2 per cent (UWEA 2019). The 
government set a renewable energy target (including hydro) 
of 11 per cent by 2020 and 25 per cent by 2035. In July 
2020, in a controversial move, Ukraine adopted a law on ret
roactive cuts to green energy tariffs in order to solve the 
problem of mass nonpayments to renewable energy pro
ducers (Reuters 2020). The law also amends the framework 
for renewable energy auctions, to be launched in 2021 
(Teush 2020). 

›CONNECTING ENERGY TALENTS‹

Following the 2008 financial crisis, Roman Zinchenko, now 
head of the Ukrainian NGO Greencubator, lost his job in fi
nance. In his spare time Zinchenko started renovating a 
country house and learned about the inefficiency of the 
Ukrainian energy sector first hand. This is when he became 
excited about the idea of developing green solutions in the 
country. ‘Back then, green energy was regarded as the 
equivalent of flights into outer space’, Zinchenko says. ‘In 
order to change this situation, we needed to introduce cul
tural changes, therefore we decided to reach out to stu
dents and people interested in the topic.’ 

Figure 7
View on solar panels and the Kiev skyline at the Tesla Camp 2018

Source:  Greencubator
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Together with his brother Andrij and with the support of 
USAID grant funding, Roman Zinchenko organized a first 
energy camp, an openair countryside event, fully pow
ered by renewable energy technologies. The event be
came a meeting point for green energy innovators and en
thusiasts, students, investors and journalists, Zinchenko 
says. 

Building on this success, the Zinchenko brothers founded 
the NGO Greencubator, a platform for ‘connecting energy 
talents’. After 15 events across the country, in 2013 Green
cubator relaunched an extended format of an openair Tes
la Camp. The annual event now includes a hackathon, a 
competition for innovative startup ideas and their imple
mentation.

 
DRIVING GREEN INNOVATION  
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

In 2016, Greencubator started managing the Climate Inno
vation Voucher Programme,50 implemented by the EBRD 
and financed by the EU Neighbourhood Investment Facili
ty. ‘This is the biggest programme, enabling access to cap
ital for Ukrainian companies and developers working on 
climate and energy innovations’, Roman Zinchenko says. 
The programme, with funding of 1 million EUR for 2017–
2018, was set to provide 50 Ukrainian companies with an 
opportunity to receive grant funding, ranging from 20,000 
to 50,000 EUR, for projects on reducing energy inefficien
cy and greenhouse gas emissions.

50 Later, the EBRD launched a similar innovation voucher scheme in 
Serbia.

‘We were pleasantly surprised that the number of applica
tions exceeded our expectations. Since its start, the Pro
gramme has financed about 30 companies, offering a range 
of solutions, including renewable energy, offgrid solutions, 
sustainable mobility, sustainable agriculture, smart home 
and resource efficiency’, Roman Zinchenko says. Greencu
bator helps the winning companies to scale up their ideas 
and find new capital and knowledge.

The winners of the Programme include a startup Ecoisme, 
offering a smart home energy monitoring device, which 
helps to reduce up to 25 per cent of electricity consumption; 
a Kievbased UkrTsentrGrup company, which developed a 
carbonnegative organic insulation material; and a Ki
evbased company Electrocars, which has developed a web
based map of electro charging stations across Ukraine. 

ENERGY TRANSITION BOOSTING  
ECONOMIC GROWTH

As a next step, Zinchenko wants his NGO to become a hub 
for climate and energy innovations in Eastern and Central 
Europe. Currently, the focus is on education and entrepre
neurship support, helping cleantech companies to go 
through crises and become strong players, he says.

 ‘I believe supporting green entrepreneurship is a major op
portunity for boosting economic growth and jobs and revi
talizing a number of cities across Ukraine by transforming 
consumption and industries across all sectors, from metal
lurgy to construction and aerospace’ Zinchenko adds.

A number of recent studies have shown that the transition 
of the energy sector towards renewable energy and ener

Figure 8
The winners of the Ukrainian final of Climate Launchpad 2018 at the Tesla Camp in Kiev

Source:  Greencubator
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gy efficiency would enable Ukraine to build a strong econ
omy and solve various socioeconomic and environmental 
problems.51 Internationally, numerous reports have shown 
a positive correlation between investments in green econ
omy and economic growth. Among others, the 2017 OECD 
report ‘Investing in climate, investing in growth’ found that 
the transformation of economies towards climatefriendly, 
low or zeroemission and inclusive development pathways 
does not harm but rather provides a longterm boost to 
economic growth (OECD 2017). 

KYRSEFF: FINANCIAL MECHANISM 
FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURES  
IN KYRGYZSTAN

Almost 90 per cent of Kyrgyzstan territory is dominated by 
mountains. More than 60 per cent of the Kyrgyz popula
tion lives in piedmont or mountainous areas, which makes 
supplying them with conventional energy sources difficult 
and expensive. Therefore decentralized power generation 
from renewable energy sources would be particularly ben
eficial in distant rural households, crop and livestock farms 
and tourist resorts.

But the potential of renewable energy in Kyrgyzstan re
mains largely untapped. Fossil fuels dominate total primary 
energy supply, with oil accounting for 41 per cent, coal for 
22 per cent and natural gas for 6 per cent in 2017 (IEA 
2020d). The share of renewables in electricity generation 
reaches 90 per cent, if large hydropower is included. Oth
erwise, its share, provided entirely by small hydropower, is 
only 1.1 per cent (UNDP 2014). In 2018, the country adopt
ed a law on renewable energy with a focus on small hydro
power plants, which provides a number of incentives, in
cluding exemption from customs duties on equipment im
port and export, as well as guaranteed purchase of renew
able electricity by the distribution company (IEA 2020e). 

Kyrgyzstan’s energy sector is characterized by aging ener
gy infrastructure and high losses. Due to lack of invest

51 See, for example, the studies Child (2017) and HeinrichBöllStiftung 
(2017). 

ment, about 45 per cent of available generation capacity is 
beyond its useful service life, with network losses often ex
ceeding 25 per cent. Most district heating assets were 
commissioned up to 50 years ago and are in poor condi
tion (World Bank 2018). Due to deteriorating heat supply, 
some 35 per cent of urban households use electricity as a 
major or additional heating source, which forces up resi
dential power consumption in winter (World Bank 2015). 
Another 40 per cent rely on inefficient and highly polluting 
coalfired stoves or boilers. As a result, Kyrgyzstan is one of 
the worstaffected countries in the region by diseases re
sulting from indoor air pollution (World Bank 2017).
 
In 2012, primary and secondary legislation introduced 
mandatory energy efficiency requirements, energy perfor
mance certification of buildings and regular inspection of 
heating systems (EBRD 2012). Under the National Strategy 
for Sustainable Development for 2018–2040, energy effi
ciency technologies must be applied in all new construc
tion. The strategy includes plans on largescale pro
grammes on the energy efficient reconstruction of old res
idential and nonresidential buildings and the introduction 
of energy efficiency passports for all buildings (IEA 2020e). 

PUTTING ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
ON THE AGENDA

At USD 0.01 per kWh, electricity tariffs for Kyrgyz house
holds are some of the lowest in the world52 and are well 
below costrecovery levels. Previous efforts to reform ener
gy tariffs have failed over concerns about public protests 
(World Bank 2018). Although poverty rates have been de
creasing in recent years, 25 per cent of the Kyrgyz popula
tion were living below the national poverty lines in 2016 
(World Bank 2018b).

‘In the beginning our main aim was putting energy saving 
on the agenda. We focused on showing its benefits to the 
population and proving that it is economically profitable, 
despite the fact that electricity tariffs are cheap’, Nurzat 
Abdyrasulova, country manager of the Kyrgyz Sustainable 
Energy Financing Facility (KyrSEFF) says. 

In 2013, the EBRD53 launched KyrSEFF, a USD 20 million 
credit line for projects supporting energy efficiency im
provements in households and businesses. As part of the 
programme, the EU Central Asia Investment Facility provid
ed free technical assistance to applicants, as well as grants 
to businesses and private borrowers upon successful pro
ject completion (EBRD 2013). 

52 Compare 0.009 EUR per kWh (0.01 USD per kWh) in Kyrgyzstan 
with 0.2 EUR per kWh in the EU on average, 0.3 EUR per kWh in 
Germany, 0.07 EUR in Serbia, 0.06 EUR in Georgia and Kosovo 
 (Eurostat 2020). 

53 According to the EBRD, Green Economy Financing Facilities with dif
ferent components were or are still functioning in Albania, Arme
nia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Moldova, 
North Macedonia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Serbia, Tajikistan, 
Ukraine and Uzbekistan (EBRD 2020a).

Country Kyrgyzstan

Initiative EBRD financial facility

Technology Energy efficiency, water and waste 

water management

Ecological and 

social-economic 

benefits

Energy and water saving, CO2 emission 

reduction; development of the energy 

efficiency market

More information http://www.kyrseff.kg/?lang=en 

Project Snapshot
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Private households could receive loans for the installation 
of energy efficient windows, the insulation of walls, roofs 
and floors and the installation of efficient boilers, heaters, 
solar water systems or heat pumps. In the commercial sec
tor KyrSEFF supported the purchase of new production 
machinery and improvements in production processes and 
facilities. Following its successful implementation, in 2016 
the EBRD launched a second phase of the facility (until 
2020) with a credit line of USD 35 million, extending it to 
water management and waste water technologies (EBRD 
2016). The second phase was later extended until March 
2021. 

RAISING AWARENESS AND  
STIMULATING THE MARKET

KyrSEFF projects contribute to energy saving of up to 60 
per cent in private households and up to 50 per cent in 
businesses, Nurzat Abdyrasulova says. According to Ab
dyrasulova, since its start in 2013, KyrSEFF has supported 
over 2,500 energysaving projects in the housing sector 
and 151 in the business sector. These projects have contrib
uted to saving more than 169,900 MWh of energy annual
ly and have reduced carbon emissions by 56,800 tonnes 
per year.

One of the key achievements of the KyrSEFF programme in 
recent years has been raising awareness about the impor
tance of energy efficiency among the population. ‘During 
the first years of the programme, KyrSEFF ran a largescale 
information campaign with monthly radio and television ap
pearances, as well as workshops and meetings with farmers 
and other stakeholders in the countryside’, Nurzat Abdyra
sulova says. 

›Today energy saving has become a trendy topic. Previous
ly, when planning to build a new house, the most impor
tant factor people considered was resilience to earth
quakes. Now they always ask about energy efficiency 
standards and understand their benefit‹, Nurzat Abdyrasu
lova says. KyrSEFF regularly organizes training and consul
tations with local authorities, partner banks and local ser
vice companies. 

The programme has additionally contributed to a 30 per 
cent growth of the energy efficiency technology market in 
Kyrgyzstan, according to Nurzat Abdyrasulova. ‘Each year 
KyrSEFF makes a market overview and updates its list of el
igible energy efficient equipment and installers. We have 
very high standards on materials and technologies and 
therefore supply companies are motivated to bring out 
new higher quality products.’

AFFORDABLE LOANS AND GRANTS  
FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Given the relatively high instalment costs for renewable 
energy and energy efficient technologies and the longer 
payback periods, financial derisking through zero and 
lowinterest loans and loan guarantees from development 
banks, as well as direct financial incentives, such as grants, 
are key to attracting investment in this sector in the region 
of Western Balkans, Eastern Europe, Central Asia and 
South Caucasus, according to the 2014 UNDP study. 

But a big challenge for such facilities is often an immature 
market, with recipients unfamiliar with the benefits of en
ergy efficiency and poorly developed marketing of the 
available financial products (UNDP 2014a). 

Figure 9
Ecoresourt »AkTilek« in the Chui region of Kyrgyzstan, which installed a wastewater treatment facility with KyrSEFF support

Source: KyrSEFF / Nurila Otunchieva
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Figure 10
Children in the kindergarten »Mamalak« in JalalAbad city of Kyrgyzstan. KyrSEFF supported insulation and heating improvements in the kindergarten building

An additional barrier is the relatively high annual interest 
rates of local partner banks of the financial facility, espe
cially for socially vulnerable groups. In Kyrgyzstan, interest 
rates of the KyrSEFF partner banks have varied from 18 per 
cent in 2013 to up to 35 per cent for residential sector and 
up to 28 per cent for commercial sector in 2019. Partly be
cause of that, the majority of projects were implemented 
in the economically more affluent northern Chui oblast 
and Bishkek city. 

Therefore, depending on the socialeconomic situation, it 
is important for international development banks and oth
er financial institutions to introduce higher additional grant 
funding or hedging guarantees to help more projects on 
renewable energy and energy efficiency to take off.

Source: KyrSEFF / Robert Mambetkaziev
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This section summarizes the recommendations both to 
stakeholders in the countries of South East and Eastern Eu
rope, South Caucasus and Central Asia, as well as stake
holders in Germany, the European Union and international 
organizations working on energy issues in the countries of 
the region. 

Currently, the EU, with its associated programmes, is the 
largest and most important driver and supporter of the en
ergy transition reforms and processes in these countries. It 
should use its leverage, vast experience and knowhow to 
help the countries of the region to reap the socialeconom
ic benefits of sustainable energy development and help to 
overcome significant barriers at the policy, regulatory, fi
nancial and social levels. 

KNOW-HOW TRANSFER AND  
CAPACITY-BUILDING

A stable, clear and reliable policy and regulatory environ
ment is critical factor, giving confidence to investors and 
fostering the deployment of renewable energy technology 
and energy efficiency measures. Lower investment risks 
and less regulatory and administrative barriers translate in
to lower costs for project developers and a shorter period 
of return on investment.

A key strategic area for cooperation with the countries of 
the region should therefore be the identification of barriers 
and risks, as well as knowledge transfer on favourable regu
latory frameworks (laws, norms, regulations and so on) and 
policy and financial incentive schemes with simple adminis
trative procedures, which would accelerate the takeup of 
renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies.

Such a transfer should include bilateral and multilateral con
sultations with governments and MPs, visits and exchange 
programmes. Consultations, policy advice and cooperation 
on strengthening the rule of law and improving the invest
ment climate and security would also be important.

As all countries need to develop their low or zerocarbon 
strategies in line with their commitments under the Paris 
Agreement, comprehensive support from the EU and Ger
man experts and structured discussion of the best techni

cal and socialeconomic options for lowcarbon develop
ment and just energy transition could be crucial. Knowl
edge transfer and discussions of the dramatic impact of the 
carbon bubble and the coming fossilfuel demand peak54 
on their economies should also be on the agenda. 

Furthermore, to advance their energy transitions, the coun
tries of the region need to develop technical renewa
bleenergy integration planning and operational capacity. 
At present the region’s distribution system operators and 
transmission systems operators have limited or no exper
tise on how to manage and integrate electricity from vari
able renewable energy sources. Also, adequate technical 
and engineering skills can help to develop and establish a 
home market for renewable energy equipment and for ex
porting knowledge (cf. IRENA 2017). 

Cooperation and capacitybuilding with regard to energy 
efficiency management systems, data collection, certifica
tion, standards and licensing in public buildings, as well as 
expert support in the establishment of agencies to deal 
with energy efficiency could be also beneficial. Targeted 
technical capacitybuilding with regard to renewable ener
gy and energy efficiency could help to overcome technical 
and social barriers to their deployment in the region. 

INCREASED FINANCIAL SUPPORT  
AND COOPERATION

The high cost of capital and lack of affordable funding 
were identified as a significant barrier hampering invest
ments in sustainable energy projects. Cooperation on in
troducing derisking mechanisms and costreduction facili
ties should therefore be developed. Such a mechanism for 
the countries of South East Europe – the European Renew
able Energy Cost Reduction Facility (RESCRF), which aims 
to lower the financing costs for renewable energy – is cur
rently under discussion (Agora Energiewende 2018a). 

Several institutions could play a key role in derisking RES 
investments, including the European Investment Bank, the 

54 Some experts forecast that the peak in fossil fuel energy demand will 
come in the early 2020s, with a dramatic impact on financial markets 
and economies worldwide. See, for instance, Carbon Tracker 2018. 
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EBRD and the Western Balkan Investment Framework (for 
Western Balkan countries). Bilateral arrangements and co
operation could also be considered between the German 
Development Bank KfW and the respective countries.

Credit lines and investment facilities have generally proved 
to be helpful. But, due to perceived high investment risk 
and little experience of local banks with renewable energy 
and energy efficiency technologies, high interest rates ex
clude socially more vulnerable groups of the population 
from access to finance. Therefore financing mechanisms 
and guarantee schemes with simple administrative proce
dures for households and small and mediumsized busi
nesses, reducing interest rates or with an additional high 
grant element, should be considered. In less affluent coun
tries, such as in Central Asia and South Caucasus, the fo
cus should be on introducing microloan schemes with low 
or zero interest rates for farmers and households for in
stalling energy efficiency measures and offgrid renewable 
energy. 

Several experts have highlighted the importance of dedi
cated national environmental and energy efficiency funds 
for implementing energy efficiency and renewable energy 
projects in the public sector. This model has been imple
mented successfully in several countries in Central and 
Eastern Europe and adopted in Croatia and Bosnia and 
Herzegovina with the support of international funding.
 
In 2019, the Ukrainian State Energy Efficiency Fund was 
launched with the aim of providing grants to homeowners’ 
associations (condominiums) for energyefficiency renova
tions in multiapartment buildings. Cofunding was provid
ed by the EU and the German government. Models of en
ergy efficiency funds, which would generate enough sav
ings to make them selfsustainable in future, should be 
considered in the first place. Regional exchange of best 
practices and experience would be very helpful to this end. 

In the aftermath of the COVID19 crisis, significant funds 
are expected to be allocated by international financial insti
tutions, banks and organizations for the urgent postpan
demic economic recovery efforts. It is a historic opportuni
ty to accelerate energy transition, by shifting public finance 
away from fossil fuels and other polluting activities toward 
clean energy transformation and building climate resil
ience. 

In April 2020, the European Commission pledged a finan
cial support package of 3.3 billion EUR to the six Western 
Balkan countries as part of the EU’s global response and 
postpandemic recovery and promised to develop an Eco
nomic and Investment Plan for the region later in the year. 
A large part of these funds will be provided by the Europe
an Investment Bank as concessional loans to support state 
investment. It is important that these investments do not 
flow into fossil fuel projects, but promote the transition to 
clean energy and regional connectivity in line with the Eu
ropean Green Deal, which envisages Europe as the first cli
mateneutral continent by 2050 (Germanwatch 2020). 

FOSTERING REGIONAL COOPERATION

Regional cooperation and power system integration are a 
lowcost and effective way to strengthen security of elec
tricity supply. This covers crisis situations, such as extreme 
weather conditions, but collaboration also has to be em
bedded in a broader understanding of options for and 
benefits of crossborder power system cooperation and in
tegration. 

Regional power interconnection can significantly lower the 
costs and make the systems more reliable during peak load 
periods. Cooperation programmes with the countries of 
the region should therefore have a regional element. In 
many cases, the basis for regional power interconnections 
and trade already exists55 and can be expanded to support 
energy transitions in the region. 

Programmes to strengthen institutional and technical ca
pacity on the regional level could help to foster such coop
eration. For instance, the Western Balkans 6 Initiative, 
launched with the support of the Energy Community in 
2014, provides technical capacity and investment grants to 
enable the establishment of a regional electricity market, 
crossborder balancing and trading. 

Another such initiative, the Open Regional Fund for South
East Europe – Energy Efficiency,56 funded by GIZ, could be 
also used as a best practice. The initiative supports ex
change and capacitybuilding among MPs and civil society, 
as well as direct cooperation and mentoring for cities and 
municipalities by partner German cities. Regional pro
grammes also help to connect current and future leaders in 
the countries and foster regional integration of energy sys
tems in future. 

In January 2019, the German Federal Foreign Office 
launched the ‘Green Central Asia’ initiative on climate 
change and security during a highlevel ministerial confer
ence in Berlin. The initiative intends to support regional in
tegration between the five Central Asian countries and Af
ghanistan, improve the exchange of information and ena
ble connections with academia and civil society (AA 2020). 

Support for regional cooperation among NGOs and think 
tanks would help to extend expert knowledge and address 
the problem of lack of data and analyses in the countries in 
question. Agora Energiewende is currently working on 
such a project, bringing energy policy think tanks and insti
tutes across the Western Balkans together with German 
partners. The aim of the project is to establish a regional 
network of think tanks, which would develop and ex
change on sciencebased, costeffective and politically fea
sible solutions for power system transition (Agora Energie
wende 2018c). 

55 For more information see Section 2.2 on regional energy coopera
tion. 

56 For more information see https://www.giz.de/en/worldwide/31746.
html 

https://www.giz.de/en/worldwide/31746.html
https://www.giz.de/en/worldwide/31746.html
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AWARENESS RAISING, RESEARCH  
AND EDUCATION 

Public awareness of the social and economic benefits of re
newable energy and energy saving and of the negative im
pacts of fossil fuel and nuclear energy production is abso
lutely necessary for the social acceptance of and active 
public engagement in decisionmaking processes on ener
gy. Because of the Soviet legacy, the levels of political ac
tivism, social trust and ownership in the region are relative
ly low. 

Support for local and regional NGOs and civil society initi
atives working on climate and energy issues with commu
nities and citizens is therefore critical too. Currently, sever
al NGOs in Georgia, Armenia and Ukraine are working on 
establishing or strengthening the work of energy coopera
tives, which are still very rare in the region. Study visits and 
cooperation with European and German energy coopera
tives could be crucial for building trust in cooperatives in 
countries in which they are often associated with negative 
Sovietera experiences. 

Although as part of the Soviet legacy, education systems in 
many countries of the region are traditionally technically 
oriented, teachers and university professors grew up with 
the conventional energy paradigm and are sceptical to
wards renewables. Educators may lack sufficient knowl
edge of smart grid technologies and dealing with the vari
ability and volatility of renewable energy production (IRE
NA 2017). Dedicated energy research centres at universities 
or science academies often lack funding and resources. 
Cooperation on research and education, including dual de
gree and vocational programmes and university exchang
es, could therefore significantly increase local expertise on 
renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies. 

City and municipality partnerships on sustainable energy 
with EU cities directly and as part of the EU Covenant of 
Mayors Initiative should be further strengthened. As a rule, 
municipalities across the region are more interested in en
ergysaving initiatives than the authorities at national level 
and are therefore more willing to cooperate. Identifying 
and showcasing successful lighthouse projects on renewa
ble energy and energy efficiency in the region can also 
help to increase public awareness and accelerate the ener
gy transitions in the countries in question. 
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CONCLUSION 

The countries in South East and Eastern Europe, South 
Caucasus and Central Asia have enormous potential for 
deploying renewable energy technology and energy effi
ciency measures. However, this potential remains largely 
untapped, as the region has made no significant progress 
on deployment of renewable energy in recent years. Dur
ing 2015 and 2016, 18 countries of the region, covered by 
this report, added only a little more than 2 GW of new re
newable power capacity, with hydropower accounting for 
70 per cent of these additions. By comparison, Germany 
alone installed 5 GW of onshore wind energy the same 
year. By the end of 2016, total installed renewable power 
capacity in the entire region reached 85 GW, less than in 
Germany, which reached 104 GW in 2016. 

Such slow progress is a result of multiple barriers and chal
lenges that hinder energy transition. Most countries of the 
region have inherited energy systems from the Soviet era, 
characterized by strong centralization and monopolies, as 
well as largescale and inefficient generation facilities. In 
many cases, government officials have a vested interest or 
close ties with energy business structures, with little or no 
interest in changing the status quo, thereby blocking mar
ket entry to new players.

High fossil fuel and nuclear energy subsidies, present across 
the region, and artificially low energy tariffs significantly 
reduce the competitiveness of renewables and discourage 
investment. Due to unstable regulatory frameworks, mar
ket uncertainty and a range of administrative barriers, the 
investment climate in the region remains insecure. This 
translates into high costs of capital for renewable energy 
technology and limited access to affordable finance. Tech
nical capacity as well as the level of public engagement 
and awareness of the benefits of renewables and energy 
saving remain rather low. 

Energy transition in the region would be extremely benefi
cial from the social, economic and political standpoints, 
and a number of drivers and opportunities could foster the 
process. Currently, the majority of countries are net energy 
importers, with fossil fuel energy imports ranging from 30 
to 90 per cent of the total energy use across the region. 
The deployment of renewable energy and energy efficien
cy measures could therefore help to solve pressing energy 
security and energy poverty issues in these countries. 

Investment in renewable energy would encourage eco
nomic growth and the creation of new domestic jobs, 
helping to slow the rising rural depopulation and labour 
emigration across the region. It would also help to dramat
ically reduce air pollution, the high number of deaths and 
health issues, as well as multiple negative effects on the 
environment resulting from fossil fuel and nuclear energy 
generation. Deployment of decentralized renewable ener
gy could also help to significantly advance democratiza
tion, reduce corruption and foster regional cooperation 
and peacebuilding. 

With the targeted and concerted cooperation of Germany, 
the European Union and international organizations, the 
region could overcome numerous challenges and signifi
cantly accelerate its currently slow pace of energy transi
tion. The EU has already been a significant driver of sus
tainable energy cooperation in the region. But to ensure 
the success of the European Green Deal, it could and 
should engage more with its neighbours on fostering their 
transition to green economies. 

This cooperation should include knowhow transfer and di
alogue on favourable sustainable energy legislation and in
vestment climate, as well as technical capacitybuilding on 
integration, planning and operation of renewable energy. 

Increased financial support and the introduction of derisk
ing and financing mechanisms would help to decrease the 
cost of capital and enable access to affordable finance. Sus
tainable energy transformation and climate resilience should 
be put at the heart of all new funds committed by interna
tional financing institutions and organizations to supporting 
economic recovery in the aftermath of the COVID19 crisis. 

Programmes supporting awarenessraising, research and 
education on renewable energy and energy efficiency, as 
well as financial support and capacitybuilding for civil soci
ety and initiatives would help to increase public engage
ment and support for energy transition. Last but not least, 
there should be a focus on regional cooperation and 
crossborder power system integration, which would help 
to accelerate the energy transition across the region. 

A number of highly promising regional energy initiatives, 
including by the EU and IRENA, already exist and should 
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step up their support. Best practices on the deployment of 
decentralized renewable energy and energy efficiency 
measures can already be found and some have high poten
tial to be replicated across the region. Three successful ex
amples from Georgia, Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan have been 
presented in this publication. 
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ABBREVIATIONS

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AA  German Federal Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt)

ADB Asian Development Bank

BMWi German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy

CENN Caucasus Environmental NGO Network

EBRD  European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

EAEU Eurasian Economic Union

EEA  European Environment Agency

EEC  Eurasian Economic Commission

EU   European Union

FIT  Feedin tariff

FS   Frankfurt School of Finance and Management

GEF  Global Environment Facility

GIZ   Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH

GW  Gigawatt

HEAL Health and Environment Alliance

IFC  International Finance Corporation

IEA   International Energy Agency

IMF  International Monetary Fund

IOM International Organization for Migration

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IRENA International Renewable Energy Agency

KfW  German Development Bank (Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau)

KyrSEFF Kyrgyz Sustainable Energy Financing Facility, EBRD credit line for energy efficiency projects in Kyrgyzstan

kWh Kilowatthour(s)

MW Megawatt

NAMA  Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions

NGO  Nongovernmental organization

OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

PPA  Power Purchase Agreement

REN21 Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century

UNDP  United Nations Development Programme

UNECE United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

UNEP  United Nations Environment Programme

USAID United States Agency for International Development

WECF Women in Europe for a Common Future

WHO World Health Organization
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Countries in South East and Eastern Eu
rope, South Caucasus and Central Asia 
have enormous potential for renewable 
energy and energy saving. Energy transi
tion could help in the solution of press
ing energy security and health issues, 
boost economic growth and contribute 
to democratization and peace building in 
the region. In the coming years, many 
countries will have to replace their aging 
and inefficient fossil fuel and nuclear en
ergy infrastructure, which opens up a 
great opportunity for advancing the 
transformation of the energy sector to
wards clean energy. 

Further information on the topic can be found here: 
https://www.fes.de/referat-mittel-und-osteuropa

Currently, multiple political, financial, 
technical and social barriers hinder the 
rapid uptake of renewable energy tech
nologies and energy efficiency measures 
in the region. These barriers translate in
to high investment risks and a high cost 
of capital, which, together with limited 
access to finance, further delay the ener
gy transition. 

With the targeted and concerted techni
cal and financial cooperation of German, 
EU and international stakeholders, the 
countries in the region could accelerate 
their energy transition and decarbonisa
tion processes, improving their own so
cialeconomic situation and contributing 
to global efforts to stop global warming. 
Some successful initiatives and best prac
tices on renewable energy and energy ef
ficiency in the region, if scaled up, could 
have a positive spillover effect in the re
gion. 
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